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UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
'VICTO'RIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA

I

President Hugh E. Farquhar
University of Victoria.

,Sedgewick Building

Dear President Farquhar:

,7

Commission on Academic Development
Commission on Academic Governance

telephone 4776911 local 431,

20 OctbbL.1972

After some six months of hearings ana study your'

Commfssion on Academic Development now rites and submits herqwith

its Report on. Academic Development at the University of Victoria.

The several appendices to the Report are being finalized and we

V expect to transmit them to you about a month.

The Commisgibn gratefully acknowledges that in all

its endeavours it was accorded concerned helpful assistance and
co-opera-Lonqrom,virtually every segment of the campus and

community. The Commission also acknowledges that its .work was

greatly aided by the staff support and physical facilitits pro-.

vided for it. The Commission consider,s it significant that .after

hearing many presentations and engaging in many discussions, it

can conclude that its operations heightened and impibved interest

in,establishing broad overall academic goals for the'University.

43AS a result of its work, the CommissLon found general'agreement on

two main concepts, which it supports and recommends. These are:

"that the. University of Victoria should be

a relatively small institution pursuing the
-

highest standards., and specializing in those
fields in which it has particular advantages;"

"that the .academic offerings of the
Unive.voity of lictoria should be available for
and be of service to the broadest possible spec-',

trum.of the whole community of which the Univer-

wity,is a part."

4
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President Hugh.E. Farquhar 2 20 'October 1972

So many made significant contributions to the work of

the Commission that it is ,difficult tcri'draw attention to them in-

dividually. 'However, the Commission notes pat the volUntary

assistance of Mrs. Hepn M. Rodney and Drs. Timko and:Hinrichs as
members of the Senate Academic, Planning Committee, and Mr. Wayne
Erickson as a member of the Alma MaterSociety,wasmoSt helpful

and much appreciated. The Commission is most happy to 'acknowledge

that every phase of its work wasgreatly helped by'the meticulous

care, skill and interest of its secretary, Mrs. Audrey Clements.

The members of the Commission are grateful to you,
Mr. President, for this unique. opportunity of part1cipating in

What-Ve consider -should become a study.of major importance to

the Univetsity, of Victoria.

DJM/c

On behalf of your' Commission on AcademieDevelopment,

MacLaurin
Chairman
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I.. ,INTRODUCTION

1. Role and Comeosition of the Commission"

. One of the first actions of PresidentHugh E., Farquhar, upon
t

assuming office in February 1972, was to establish the COMMISSION ON
. :

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT with the following terms of refe2ene:

The COmMission will conider what are to be the
basiC academic goals and purposes of the University'
of Vidtoria. In its studies the Commission will, in .*

all reasonable way,- seek, gAtherand study.submissions,
recommendations and opinions related \to academic roles.
especlally suited to the University of Victoria from
persons, groups of persons and other Sources.

.2:).e Commission dill subm.i.t a written report to. the

President by Septmber 1972 prenting its findings
.and making recommendations regarding broad policie
for academic development:

Tie members'of the Commission appointed by the President.

-ere selected,from.p. broad spectrum of the University community,
4 ,

as follows;

Chairrrfaq

,

DNUty Chairman

Secretary

r
D.J. MacLaurin'

Professor of Chemistry

Dr. John M. Deweyi
Professor of Physics

Dr: G..Reid Ellibtt
ProfesSor Emeritus of Economics

Dr. Walter Muir
Associate .Pm;ofessor of Education

. W.R. Derrick Sewell
rofessor of Geography and

nomics

Professor Phillip T. Young
Associqte'Professor of 'Music

At the invitdtion of the Commission the following also
A

participatedin its. deliberations:

10



r.

,,a.T mem8era_bfthe,Senate. Academic Planang.Committee,
- ,7r

4

Mrs. Helen M, Rodney, Rclaff
McPherson Library Reference DiviL.on

br.t4Hcnry'

Associate Professor of 4ucattcn

Dr. Lowell A. Hinrichs
. Associate Professor of Mathematics

c

as-a member of the Alma.Mater Society,

Mr)!Wayne Erickson

"'as a.mnber of the Graduate Students ' Society,

Mrs Eric Lee.

d.

The first action of 4e Commission was to solicit submissions

4

frOM meMber of the University Cblatmunity and other groups and individualS
* .

interestecf-ibtWe velopment of the.Univ6rsity ee Appendix .A). As
.

'
a result, the Commliss.i.on received 151 such submiSsions'and met with

sixty.-six, different groups arid individuals, including representative's

- from!all departmento gsof the University,:rerups df facultymembers,
1

,.

:,

. ,

,,
,

.

each of the. Dean's, the President, and the Board of Governors.
t

In

addi' ion, individual me-mbers,of the commi!SSIOn interviewed many people
4*,

both on and Of:: cdmpus, and studiQd a large number of articles, 'books

and reports dealing with thetsubject of.the university in today's

society. One mexber of the Commisslon spent almost a month in Great

"Britain studying the Open University and other post-secondary institu-
-

tions. Summaries of these,sources of information are included as

Appendices B and C.
d

/In preparing its Report the Commission has Ibpussed its-
/ An 44

attention upon those academic problems and issues. of primary concern
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to the University, and which relate directly:to its overall go,S1S

Evaluating the numerous suggestions for improveMents at the University

was not an easy tasl;, since theycovere4 matters ranaing ,from .the

,nature of the University as ....I institution, to'hiring p6licies, grading
..

techniques, 'and course contents: 'Many of the suggestions have been
.

adopted in the Commission's -recpmmendatiops, particularly when they

',relate, to academic concept's and .principies. .The Commission also

wishes to draw attentionto the fact that many Other ideas are contain-

ed in the submissions now on file. .These should be usefUl to bodies

dealing with specific aspects of the University's work.

The Commission recognizes that implementation of, its recommend- -

ations would require some impt2rtant modificatio sof present practices

.
;

and policies in certain areas ae,the University,

,

therefore that everyone will,a(;xee with all the rectommendations. BUt

cannot be expected

the Commission is convinced that its'Report does provide'.the University

With something it ha!, lacked thus far: a clear statement of .what the

P 14°

University aspires to be, and a set of guidelines for attaining'that
P

goal. 0

Z. The Univ ersity of Victoria as an Academic Institution*.

In 1972 the University of ViCtbria celebrates its 70th Anni-

versary, thus being the senior post-secondary'educational,institution
a Y -

in British Columbia_ Between the years 1903 and 1915, tVicoria College

waS affiliatiwith McGill University, offering first- and second -yeah'

-

2
_

McGill cours4
.

in Arts and Science.. ;11 1920 Victoria College' changed
-

?
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its affiliation to the UniversitS, of British Columbia, which had been

founded in VancoUver five years previously, and in the next two

-,. . ,

decades Victoria College built an enviable reputation for Scholarship
--.

and instruction in firSt--and second-.yeax Arts and ,Science 'There

was 'a rapid expanSion of the academic programme between the years

1956 and 1961, at which time,the 'College, still in affiliation with

. .

the University of British Columbia, awarded its first Bachelor's

Degree: As a result of the MadDollaild\Commission Report,* the

Universit of Victoria was granted auton my by The UnivereitieS Act

Of 1963.. Early in that year. a special comittee was established

under the chairmanship of Dr. H, E.Farguhar; to undertake a general

planning study for the future of the Unive ty'. The report of that
.

dommlFttee.wasipresented in October 1963 (see Appendix D). Reading

that report nine years later and with the wisdom:Of.hindsight,cone

cannotc,fail tobe impressed by the prescience of that committee.

.
At the presept time the University of Victoria has thr

FacultiesArts and Science;,.Education; and Fine Arts. Themineteen

departmeh48 of, the Faculty of Arts and Science"all offer courses

leddiag o 'Majors and :Honours degrees, and.-filteeri departments have

programmes of graduate studies. The Faculty of Education is the

only professional school of the University; offering programmes

leading to-bachelor and graduate degrees'in Edudation and to teaching

certificates issued blithe Provincial Department of Education. The
. .

,John B, MacObnala, Higher,Educa-6ion,in British Columbia and a Plan
for the Futuna:. University of British Columbia, 1962.

r



Faculty ofFine Arts comprises Departments of History in Art, Music;

Theatre, and Visual,,Arte, and offers courses leading to the degrees of

Bachelor of Arts in History in Art, Bacheloi of Music, and Bachelor of

Fine Arts with Majors in Theatre and in Visual Arts. 'Graduate work is

offered in in Music, Theatre and istory in Art.

During the past ten years the University enrolment has grown

from 2,085 (in 1963) to its" current. enrolment of approximately 5,000

, students. The enrolment now seems to have stablized at this level,

providing an excellent opportunity for the University to reviewits

existing programmes and determine its future goals. A chronological

review .of major academic decisions is included in Appendik,E,

3. Goals of the University

Until now the.goals of the University'have beercregarded as

implicit and have been largely unquestioned: Clearly, ,a11,-;inclusive

statements'14bout academic excellence and intellectual developMent

are no longer:satiSfactory to students, to the community at large, or

tb-,:the supporting governments. An explicit definitibn of goals must,

ahswer the following types of questions. To What extent should the

university try to train peoplefor specific jobs as opposed providing

them,with an opportunity to expand their intellectual horizons?

Should the university try to cover the entire field 'of human know.-.

ledge or' should it emphasize only particular'd'spefts? Should it

Satisfy itself with attaining a high level of undergraduate education

. ".

or should it pursue graduate traihing as well? Should it accept all

14



who wish to pursue a university edt ation or should it set high

entrance qualifications?. Should it concentrate upon specific pro-

grammes which result in certificates, diplomas and degrees or should

it providel!, less-structured form of 'education? Precise, all-s

embracing answers to such questions are clearly difficult to obtain.

However, there seemed to be a consensus among the many members of

the University community with whom we discussed these questions and

who wrote expressing their opinion

It was generally agreed that the University could not be

solely. a'jcbitraining-institutiOn although it must be keenly sensit-

ive to the market for graduates and p9st-graduates:

No university can hope to cover all aspects. of 'human know-
.

ledge. This is particularly'true of an institution the size of the

University of Victoria, where in order to achieve an appropriate

academic repUtatioff and to best serve the needs of the community,

°

specialization and concentration of resources in certain areas is_

essential. These areas of specialization must be chosen on the

basis of well-defined criteria.

The principle of allowing all who haVe the ability and

desire for a university education to.have access.to it is generally

accepted. .However, it must be recognized. that the value of a

university rests, in large part,' upon its ability to provide the

highest quality of advanced education.. This implie's' 'the establish-

mentvand maintenance of.the highest,possible'standards.

e.

Not everyone seeks economic reward froM university
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education and a concentration on programmes Which. can be credited to-.

,

wards a degree or diploma may impart too narrow a view of the

function of the university. Members of the public seek. advanced

knowledge which will enable them to better understand our rapidly

changing society. It is generally agreed that we have a duty to

assist in providing this education at the university level.

Pursuit of these goals has important implications both for

.academic planning and the management of the University, particularly

with respect to the sources and allocations of finances, capital

planning, adminiktratiVe deciSions, and decisions on appointments;

tenure' and promotion. 'When such goals are accepted, decisions can be

9

made on the-basis of whether a partitular action will, in fact,

assist in achieving them.-

In summary, the Commission is of the opinion that the

University.of Victoria should be a relatively small institution so as

to maintain`, close contact between faculty and students at all

levels; it should pursue the highest standards, and should Specialize

in those fields in wniCh it has particular adyant-ages.' It should

attempt to extend its student body beyond the present intake from

high schools'and colleges, and provide gi'eater opportunities for

other groups. to partake of university education.



II. LITICAN01,,AL t,OAL..; THE UU)LRGRALITL: PROGRAMME

1. 'ihe tniversity's Place iniSocietv

In earlier times, university programmes were directed toward'a

small intellectually elite and economically independent student body.

The more famous and prestigious. Universitiesp_therefore,, could be

highly selective and assume the economic independence of their

students. Students lacking financial independence had to be prepared
. 4

to sacrifice much in order to participate in such an educational,

experience. Present-day society seeks reassurance on the relevance .

,1

and social sigrilfiCance of all educational programmes. In addition,

universities can no longer assume the economic independen-ce of

students.

Several recent studies of post-secondary edUcation haVe

attempted to predict the future of our society and to propose educa-

tional develOpmentS based on these detailecipredictions. Some

of these predictions have been made With a remarkable degree:of

confidence c...!ca yet are of questionable validity. .The Commission.

believes it,unwise to base planning on such criteria. Whodan state '7

unequivocally th6, needs and values of,our society ten years hence and

using such predictions delineate the future pattern of higher education?

What can ire said is that the future will involve even more rapid social._

change than in the past. A university must offer an education which

Will enable graduate-to cope usefully and effectively with-such'

change.
.

'2. The university's Role

The submissions received by the Commission have indicated a'

17



spectrum,of opinion varying from the cidea'that a University education

primarily should train people for employment, to one suggesting that

university educationshould.be completely divorced from. job training

and the job certification process. Discussions with students at the

University of Victoria and a review of recent' literature suggest that

most students do see university training in terms of their future_

e
careers. Only a minority'seek a general,education. This is

evidenced by the rapidly decreasing number of students who enroll in

the University's general programme, and the,fact that despite the-

more relaxed regulations of recentyears;-permitting a wider choice

-
of courses, there has been greater specialization in4lajor and

Honours prograftmest"rather than liberalization, At the same time,

however, employers appear to be more interested in an a

personality7 motivation and ability'to learn than in his

qualifications, since specialized training is often best
6

the jOb. The University must establish:a prOper_balance

'variety of demands,

plicant's

specific

learned on

ariong this

The broad purpose of education is to enhance the intellectual

and social behaViour,of. individuals- If.an individual leaves univer-

sity untouched by his experiences, he has wasted his time and the time

of others., There must be evidence of growth in the individual's

.

powers'of critical analysis,. his ability to reasan,.to discriminate,

to appreciate, and to interpret, all leading to ethical conduCt and

'rational behaviour. The Commission considers that there should be

unanimous. acceptance throughout...the University of these .as the funda-

mental aiMsof higher education. We suggest, --therefore,.that-
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every section of the University conduct an intensive review. of its pro-

,

grammes with the aim of expliCating:and achieving- these goals.

3. Ability ta Communicate

At the undergraduate level students should be offered a broad

education with eXperiences in dvariety of fields together with some

intensive specialization. In a student's years at the University,

emphasis should be placed not only-an learning how to learn, and hoW to

gather and collate information, but also on how to-communicate.

CommUnicationis a'-two -way proceSsinvoiving the abilityto listen, .t.o

understand.,.to analyze and interpret, as.well as the ability to present

, one's-own ideas both orally and in writing.' Surely the ability to
0

communicate effectively is the minimum qualification one would expect'

of a university graduate, and yet the Commission received numerous
- 1

submissiagS suggesting that significant numbers of our students are

'

.

.
clearly

.
.,

unable to express themselves in their own language, either --'

o

orally or in writing.

In an effort to ensure that entering students have.a minimum

competency in writing skillSi the,Seriate, in 1970, with the .co- operation

of the Department of-English, instituted a qualifying'examination in

English composition. Students failing this examination, or who refuse

to write it, are obliged to -take English 110, a threeunit course in

"The Use 'of English,d. There is evidence pointing to the success of

this course, which has typically involved about one-third of each ,first-

year class. However, concern was expressed that this seemingly

'remedial' course should be offered for credit towards a degree; which.



was countered`by the suggestion that English composition is of such
o

importance that the course 511o...11d beavailable to all first -ydar

`students. The'COmmission concurs with the latter, and feels that even

greater-efforts must be made to ensure that graduating Students,are
. .

fully competent:in language and communications skills,- both written

and oral. The responsibility for this must be accepted by'all facvaty,

and particularly by the Department of English.

4. Programme Requirements

Evidence was presented to the Commission t6 suggest that,many

students axe beinT-graduated without a sufficiently broad range of

learning experipncesi that too often, a student has taken fels, if any,

-courses beyond those offered by his own department. It is the opinion

of the ComMission that this is a highly undesirable state of affairs.

To correct this situation._, the Commission 'folds that'the UniVer-

sity must assume the responsibility for ensurin4-that_Ats.Bachelors

degree programmes have brpadth beyond any particular area.

,

IT ZS RECOMMENDED that the, programme for

any Bachelors degree granted by the University

whetner in the humanities, sciences; or social

sciences include courses in each of the two

other areas from a selection named by the

University.

20
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5. Interdisciplinary Courses

' The 'University-, and subsequently this Commission, has receive

.many suggestions for the setting-up of problem-oriented inter-

disciplinary courses. The reasoning behind these proposals appears to

be sound and it.is not clear to the Commission why more such courses

are not being offered. There were-suggestions that the development of

such courses had often been.frustrated by the lack of inter-department-:

al'co-operation .and there were, therefore,,proposals for alternative

administrative structures. Additionally, in those situations where

,various departments had agreed on-course content arid. objectives, gain-
.,

°

ing approval by Senate'and its.associated Committees had nut always

The Commission suggests that the University should support,

initially on an experimental basis, a number of problem - oriented inter-7

disciplinary courses. We believe that these courses would be most

appropriate at the third- and fourth -year level for those Students who

have an adequate background in the:disciplines involved. We do not

favour -setting up an elaborateadministrative structure for such

'courses since a prime advantage of their introduction would be the

reduction of inter-departmental barriers. The creation of new

'administrative Structures might well,buildup even more academic

barriers. Interdisciplinary programmes being given at some of the

,newer universities in Great Britain, and discussed in Appendix Cr

ight be. useful guides.

The Commission is not in favour of faculty members providing

2
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'these courses in addition to their normal teaching load for extra

°,

'remuneration. If such couzses are approved on,ari experimental basis,

__the University Should require-careful documentation of the objectives,

course content, and evaluation procedures in 'order --tai-d-ttIre-inlematica_.

can be used-when *other similar courses are designed. 'Where inter-

disciplinary courseg.are offered, they should be.recognized in the

.teachirig lbads of those faculty members involved. oP

The above remarks concern problem-oriented,-interdisciplinaty

courses at the undergraduate level. Interdisciplinary programmes

involving several courses aimed at specialization in a particula4 field

at the undergraduate or.gradUate level, arediacussed in greater detail

in Section 'VII.

2. IT IS RECOMMENDED that'the University
encourage the introduction on an experimental

.basis of a few problem-oriented inter-
disciplinary courses. Such courses 'shoUld be

introduced under' -the existing administrative

structure.

22
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III- ACADEMIC STANDARDS

- Almost,evexy submission received by the Commission stressed

the need for high academic standards. Of the: 300.. responses to the

-?
studeAt questionnaig (spe"Appendix F), the lakgest proportion named

improVed standardS.as the most urgent academic requirement of the
.

University. There vas no-t-ompiete-unanimity; hovevar, about

entrance requirements. Some submissions favoured a considerable
o.

raising of the Standards for entrance to the UniVersitY, while others

'felt that there should be an 'open door' policy bUt with severe':
/.

academic hurdles at an early stage of. a tuderit's,uniVersity career.

Academic excellence has traditionally been declerbd as the

primary goal'of the University of Victoria. -That this has been

aChleVed in some areas is evidenced by the fa.dt thatin recent years,

in competition with' students from.universities throughout North
.

A mer5.ca, students o..F. this University have won many highly prized

awads. Since 1963 they have been awarded nine Woodrow Wilson/

'Fellowships,-three Rhodes Sch8larships, two Commonwealth Scholarshipt

and in1971-the first Queen Elizabeth3II Scholarship in British

Columbia.

Prior to 1963 there was an automatic check on standards since

....
.

.

most Victoria.College students transferred to, and had to meet the.

course criteria of, the University of British ColUmbia. There is

.probably no better incentive for the maintenance of high academic

standards than the knowledge that one's students must face external

eValUtibm.--When-uch_external evaluation is not available it would

seem essential to develop an,internal system directed to tire- ---

23
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maintenance of high acaltemic standards.

-1. Entrance, Standards

The Commission considered standards at three levels, namely;

entrance standards, course standards, and graduation standards. At

.the preset time the 'entrance standards for the University of Victoria.

appear to be as low as any in Cahada'a C average in four Grade XII

,

subjecte. and eight Grade XI subjects. Some preliminary studies

indicate that those students- admitted to the University with a high-

school aVerage'Of less than C+ have only one chance in five of.

graduating; and that, graduation is achieved only by repeating a very

large number of couries. It is doubtful-that the admission- of poorlY

qualified Students' can be justified on educational or economic

grounds. On the other hand, arbitr'Arily'raising entrance standards,

for example, to a C+ averageis not the complete Solution since

there may be wide variation in course grading among high,schools.

The Commission is of the opinion that the University, the

Province, and the students would best be served by the introduction

of entrance and advancetacement-examinations, and that the

Provincial Department of Education would not only wel&ome such a

14ka

move.but would also be willing. to assist in setting up such examin-

ations. The implementation of such examinations would bettdr ensure

that'the proficiencies. of incoming students were -
suited to their

chosen courses of study, and lead to a uniformly improvedquality of

education.

1

2
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3. R.3"-'REC=LITED that tha Uni-ver5ity.4
r)r.006%-1 ./o ino't,:tute entrance and

.

plaJc,mont axarti'imations. Ao a first. .

step z.4 . _QL.frrz, (.-Lam&na,,TOr-, onou/d

be 1975 for 'those otudents wriose
hiJh school jraduating aoaragee are or .

ba,:.ow). and Pr those students who seek ,

advanced vlaoemant. 46 a ncond stop,. tire
_ axart2z:nat Ltc7111:141 stutif .21'it hOUld
:i.),-2imp.1,cripn,tcJ in 1974.V

. -Course Standards

16 a

What is the level of course standards in thevariOue,depart-,,

mentg at the dnivergity,of.Victoria?. An objective answer,tothig

question does not appear to be possible at this time. lidWever, the

.acceptance and success of many students from this University

graduate schools throughout North America and the United, Kingdom
11.

, .

. . ..

Indidates that in some disciplines standards are at a high level.'

The question of variations in the distlibution of gr'adps
. . .

among the various University departments was frequently raised.

review of University records (see.Appendix G), indicatet thatcsome

departmeritt give a significantly larger proportion of high grades.

than doditherdepartmente, while'som6give a significantly larger

proportion of.failures. Some departments have very.low failure

rates in the first year but increasing failure. rates. in later ears;
, .

.

a practide which, in the opinion of the Commission, it highly .

undesirable.

'The Commission noted that in some courses no grades other

than A had been given for several years even though there appeared

to be'no-spedial selection of Outstanding students. Such-information.,

is, of course, very,difficult to interpret. The differencgp, may be
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due, for example, to the Pact that some disciplines tend to

attract better students, or that some departMents offer better teach-
.

ing and motivation to. their, students. Howeve ;., the eNrldeiIce provided

did not relate such factors to, the grading patterns. The Commission

hesitates to.suggest ways-in which information on the-distribution of

grades shald be used, .but as a 'minimum, it deems appropriate:.that it

should' be made available to .all departments in order that they have

some basis for a comparative assessment of their assignment of grades.

Graduating'Standards

' The Commission believes that the University should, have a more
LA

objeCtiye'eevaluatiotof what must surely beitsMost fundamental

concern, namely', the quality of its graduates, 'Graduatipg standards

may be easier to evaluate than course standards in that relatively

objective comparisons can be mad in'eaCh,disciplin8 with the ,

standards
\
at other Canadiat,universities. One can, for example, make

II, '\
'comParisons, with syllabi, the tekts'used in*senior courses and, where

.
r . \

.
-

they are available, exaQination papers of Other universities . It

cl ,
. .

.

would seem most appropriate that these comparisons be made by faculty

"members within their own discipline. Nevertheless, since this is

cleaiqya University responsibility, the ComMission suggests that '

c

certainacademic officers of the University be charged with the

responsiility,of ensuring that such-comparisons are carried out on a

regulai basis.. ,The results of these comparisons should be ,adilabfe

to tha Senate, and-particularly to its Curriculum and Academic
.

.

Plor,pilig committees.
o
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Concerh was expressed to the Commission abOut the fragmented:

.

nature of those degree progkammes which consist pf a series of

4

unrelated courses; throughoptwhich effort. is made -to provide.

the artiCulatientneededfor an.overview of the discipline. It was .

notedthat somedepartments presently require their honOlars::students.

to take' a graduation examinationin'order to permit the student to'*.

gemonstratehis undarstanding"Of the discipline as a whole. SUCh'an

°evaluation would appear to be. valuable in all honours programmeS.
.

4.' IT J,5 RECUaENDU that a senior academic
officer of the University be responsibe for
maintaining a continuing record of course
'grades; the methods of evaluation used, and

...gpaclualin'g standards in all disciplinessP, and
include comparisons made both internally and
with other universities across Canada. 'This
information to be czvailahle to all departments
and to appropriate University committees.

27
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IV. TEACHING AND LEARNING AN INDIVIDUAL. APPROACH

Why`should,a student attend the University of Vittoria in
6.

preference to a larger university With a much wider spectrum of

r.

offerings?' An answer to this question may be found in the responses

of about 300 students whb'completeda questionnaire circulated by
9.

the Commission (see Appendix R). The majority of students said that

.1 the strength of this University lies in its small size and the close

-

contact which is poSsible in most departments .between students and

"faculty members. Almost every person or group who spoke or wrote to

the Commission appeared in favour of'continuing this state of affairs.

The Commission is of the opinion that the Universit should" acknowledge

and intensify these particular characteristics of its academic

programme.

1. Size of Enrolment

r
e

A few years agb when the University's enrolment was increasing

rapidly every year, it appeared that a decision on the upper limit of

.

our student enrolment was of great importance. Due to several causes,

as.suchsunemPloyment,thecreationofthecommunitycollegss, and an
,

apparent disilltsionment of some students abbut university education,'

enrolment at the University seems to have stabilized at about 5,000

students. It seems likely that*there will be no major increase in

enrolment for five years or 80.

Bearing in mind these trends, as well as the goals which-it

';

.perceives for the University, the Commission belieVeS that it is un-

necessary at thit time to specify an upper limit for enrolment. It

is more appr6priate to concentrate upon he development of"means of
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raising the standards at the institution than to plan for enrolments

which'may never Materialize The desire for larger-.enrolments, the ,

Commission believes, should be replaced by a quest for a higher

quality of education.

5.- IT IS LIECOMMEaDED. that there'be a -J.

assessment of the goals of the University no
later thdn the summer of 1978 to determine
whether the goals suggeste-7here are still
appropriate. In the even however, that
undergraduate enrolment approaches 6,000
students prior to that date; an immediate
re-assessment should take place.

6. IT IS RECOMMENDED that no section of
.the University be 'granted additional faciaty,
facilities, or funds withoUt clear demon-
stration that the higheststandards and
quality of-education are being maintained.
Thus each section of the University, with its
existing faculty and facilities, must limit
the number of students in .a programme when
additional enrolment would adversely. affect'
the quality of educationprovided:

These recommendations have important -implications for present

pOlicies.of .funding and allocation of faculty and facilities. They

imply that those sections of the University that offer the highest

quality-programmes should receive a proportionately larggr amount Of

support. Qualityhduld be regularly assessed, not only within

.departments themselves but by comparison with what is offered and

attained elsewhere (ee Rec. 57).

2. Initiation of a Tutorial System,

in order to enhance close contact between faculty and

students, it is recommended that the University initiate a system

2 9
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which will encourage a'student-tutor relationship. It'is suggested

that every undergraduate student have a designated faculty tutor. It

would b4 required of both the tutor andthe student that they meet

'together a minimum number of times during.the academic year. In ,4

typical situation the tutor would become aware of the student' back-

groUnd, aspirations, and prbgress in his varioUscourses. The

student would have the opportunity to learn something of the`t,iider

aspects of university education,and thus : develop a better under- '

'standing of the.rationale and relevance of the ,programme he is,

\

.following. Students have rejected paternalism, particularly when it

takes the form of regulation by an impersonal system. Evidence

_fUrnished to the Commission suggests, however, that students would
,

we.i_cOnle closer interaction with the faculty and the Commission

.believes that such a system would:help many gtudents with problems.

aboOt which theYdo not seek assistance until it is.often too jate

for 4' satisfactory solution.

If such a programme were introduced on a gradual basisi*it

wo d appear to be of'most value for studentg in their first year at

the University. If, as seems desirable, it were applied'to all

and rgraduate students, it is-suggested that a different tutor be

\

..appointed each year. This would permit a student to meet several
-.4

fac lty Members and avoid the continuation of unsatisfactory student-

tut tionships. Successful relationships could be continued on

an i_form 1 basis. The price of such a tutoring system would be a

some hat geater deMand on faculty time, but the Potential benefits

are

30
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IT IS RECaWENDED tnat the University
eatabldh a prognme which will encourage a
student-tutor relationship in which' every
undergraduate student would have a designated
academic tutor, and in which both the tutor
and the student would be required to meet at
least once per month during the,academic
terms.

3. The Learning'Environment

In recent years there has been much discussion about the
4

quality of university teaching, and about the ways in which teaching

can be eval.lated and appropriately rewarded. 'After considering this

problem, the Commission suggests that we should be emphasizing

"learning" rather than Theaching", and that the University'should be

y recognized as a place for learning rather than as a place for teach-
.

ing. If students are learning well, then they are being taught well,

regardleSS of the specific teaching techniques used. A review'of the

very large number of teaching experiments Which have been carried out

during the past fifty years indicates that if certain

conditions are met there appears to be little or no significant

diffetence in the efficacy of various teaching techniques such as

lectures, lectures with discussion, seminar5, automated instruction,

or guided independent study. This research indicates that the

necessary conditions for good learning are (a) clearly defined course

objectives;'*(b) provision of adequate resource material in the form

of lectures, notes, books, fi1ils and tapes; and (c) frequent testing

and evaluation to determine whether or not the course objectives are

being met. In discussing the quality of teaching,'we often .concern

ourselves solely with the technique by which the resource material is

a
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provided; and yet this may be :the least important part of good teach-

ing.

The Commission believes that it is !a responsibility of the

University to approve the objectives of each course, and that these

objectives should be clearly stated. Presently,-the various

curriculum committees appeEll to be concerned with course content,'

onlY; They should also be concerned'with course objectives. The

description of a course given in the Calendar, as approVea by, Senate,

is .normally only a brief listing of some of .the course contents, not

the course objectives. For example, course objectives might specify

the type of problem a student should be capable of solving, that he

should have the ability to research certain types of problems on his

own, that he- should be able to prepare a well-written report, that he

should be able to deMonstrate certain knowledge and understanding,

etc. The ways in which these objectives are to be met and the

specific topics.to.be discussed would, of course, be left to the

discretion and ingenuity of the instructor.

In reviewing the quality and kind of teaching-at the

University of Victoria; it appears that there may be an over-emphasis

of the traditional three lectures per week. We believe that a

primary aspect of university education, in any discipline, is learn-

ing how to learn, and it may not be in the best long-term interests

f . . ,

of the student if he is encouragedto place undue reliance-on his

instructor for resource materia.

It seems probable that the main reason why negligible

3 2
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differences are found among the results of various, teaching methods

is because most of them depend,_ ultimately, on independent Study by

the student hibpself. It maybe more logical,'therefore, to reverse

',the conventional view of teaching ancTlearning and to-define a

Course largely in terms of its independent study element. in other

words, teaching methods in higher education should be considered as

aids to indkoendent study in which the instructor acts as the co-
,

ordinator of the student's learning experience. The most effective

part of a student's time is spent in independent study and when he

leaves the university it will most often be the only method available

to him-

Recent experience in new instructional approaches', such as

those now being used by the British Open. University, has shown the

effectiveness- with wich'a team of experts can produce a very high

quality curriculum for studente who would expect to have minimum ,

Contact with-a tutor. The most important feature of this curriculum

is the high decree of-integration of all of the instructional media;

textbooks,'televiion, radio, Videotapes, 'audiotapesi: experiment

kits, laboratory equipment, etc. (see Appendix C). The application

of this approach at the University'of'Victoria would provide the

instructor with'a well developed curriculum that meets he standards

of his department, and a variety of instructional resources that

could be used by him in co-ordinating the learning experiences of

his students. An annual review of the effectiveness of each course,

and its redevelopment every four orfive years, would ensure both
.1

33.
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the.quality and integrity of the curriculum.

,Learning aids' can be divided broadly into three categories:.

structured presentations, such as lectures, textbooks, and films;

unstruCtured materials, such as the wide variety of materials in a

library;and structuring information, such as statements of object-
.

ives, conceptual maps, and graded assignments with knowledge-of-the'

results. If, however, there is concern with a learning procesS in

which the priority objectives are the applications of principles

and techniques to new situations, it is important that the student
!:;

be able to createhis own learning structure. In fact, the most

important aim Of higher education should be to-develop students who

can.learn from unstructured materials without additional help. This

independence is unlikely to be, achieved without a carefully planned

destructuring, in which highly structured first-year courses lead to

relatively unstructured final year courses. The planned phasing-out

of imposed structure. during an undergraduate programme should be an

important feature of university education.

The majority oT courses given at the University ofVictoria

consist of a single instructor with a fixed number. of students in a,

Section, meeting in the same place, on a regular schedule three times

a week. The instructor normally performs a numberof functions

directed toward communicating the course objectives; structuring the

field; presenting factual information; explaining difficult concepts

and problems; motivating the student; developing critical thinking;

',changing attitudes; encouraging originality; developing powers of

34
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self - evaluation; and developing the ability to solve problems. Ndt

all of these functibns are necessarily best petformed with a fired

number of students in a fixed location. Some may best be performed

with a large group, as-for example, film presentations and elaborate

demonstrations; others in small discussion groups, or in individual

meetings with the instructor and student alone. In addition, there

.would appear to be considerable benefitin encouraging groups of

students to meet together in discussion grbucs without an instructor.

1

In this situation, students may be,More willing to express their

ideas freely and to criticize the arguments of other students, than

they might. be in the presence of an instructor. Other fundtions may

best be achieved by the distribution of written material.

This flexibility is, of cour e, permitted to theinstructor

at the present time and no change in University policy is required..

Nevertheless it seems appropriate that we should draw attention to

the possibility of more dynamic and, hopefully, more effective

methods of university education.

It was Suggested that the academic activities of the

Univetsity have been stimulated by the exchange of faculty members

.
.between departments and faculties. In this way the broad range of,

faculty expertise has.enrichedthe experiences, not only of students,

but of colleagues' as well. In addition, there were stiggeStions that

more use should be made of the wealth of expertise that is known to

exist beyond the university community; that recognized.authorities

should be invited to participate as guest lecturers" and seminar

'leaders over eXtendedsperiods within the regular,coutse structure.
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The need was expressed for a registry of the academic.interests o

all faculty members as well'as those of potential,guest lecturers

(see Rec:

4. The Evaluation of Student Achievement

We believe that it is the. responsibility of the department

chairman or head to ensure that in each course students are made fully

aware of the objectives of that course; that they are provided with -

adequate resource materials in order to meet those objectives; and

that the evaluation methods used have, in fact, determined how well

the student has achieved the course objectives.
C.

An instructor should be able to provide documentary evidence

that'he has performed these functions. We believe this documentation

to be important particularly for student evaluation. It is' recognized

that a variety of evaluation techniques may be appropriate, but the

0

University has a responsibility to retain, at least for some period,

documented evidence of the student's achievement. For example, in the

case of an oral examination,, we believe%that there,shbuld be a record

of the questions asked of the student and of.the examiner's evaluati-61177--

of his response.
C,

8. IT IS RECO aNDED'that the University
accept the responsbility of ensuring that
the objectives of each course are defined;
that adequate resource,materials are pro-
vided so that the studehts may achieve
those.course objectives; acid that students
are evaluated on the basis )pf their
achievement of course objectives.

36'



5, The 'Evaluation of Thaohing. Effectiveness.

.
Tho importance of high gaality instruction in stimulating and

motivating students to learn is so great that its attainment catinot

reasonably be. left to chance. It is the opinion of the Commission that

.
departmental chairmen or heads must be assigned the responsibility of .

ensuring that effective teaching occurs in all courses, within the

department. This would include an annual review of each instructor's

teaching effectiveness. Subh a review would.- require that the instructor

provide evidence of the extent to which.the objectives of his courses

had been meta together with his -plans for the improvement ,of future.

offerings. The outcome of this review would have clear implications

for the maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the department's

programmes as well as the profeSsional development of the instructor.

To facilite such a review, there should be standard, pro-

cedures whereby students can provide the instructor'with feedback

as to their perception of the quality of the instruction they are

receiving .°

The Commission concurs with the following statement of the

Senate Committee on'Teaching Effettiveness which suggested than an

instructor should meet a set of minimum criteria:
. .

tr

"There should beevidence of an instructor's
interest in the course, in thathe appears at classes

on time, and cancels them only in extraordinary
circumstances, and with the knowledge of his head of

department'. There should be an early provision of

a syllabus which, in general, should bep.followed -

37



throughout'he course. 'Techniques, of testing and
assignments should be used to ensure that the
Student works steadily throughout the period of
the course: Classroom time should be used fox
matters directly related to the objective's' of the

course."

'There should be evidence that an instructor
is interested in his students. He demonstrates

.`this by p 8Mptly returning assignments, essays,:
and test apers, with comments which explain the
assigned marks.. The instructor ShOuld be avail-
able for consultation on a substantial time'sbale
With offi ehourS.Which are made known and 1

observed. He should be'unwilling to-spoon,-feed,
and thereshould be no overtcultivationof
popularity."

"Thee should be evi4ence Of an instructor's
insight into the: learning process in'that be' '

provides reasonable and Adequate resource material)
avoids, oneFsided views, spaces his* assignments
regularly/throughout the year, avoiding concentr-
ation` at the end of the term; is frank with
respect to what he.dbes'not knoW, and-about what
is hiS. persona'l.opinion; am. prepares his
lectures with a view to stimulation rather thari
the regurgitation of a text."*

)

9. IT IS RECOMMENDED' that the chairman or
head.of each department be required to make
a formal annual review of teaching ,

effectiveness of each instructor in hi,9
department,. and that the procedures for
such be estabUshed.bY the University.

10. IT IS- RECOMMENDED that in order to
inform a faculty member as to the extent to
which he has met.the criteria of teaching-
effectiveness, standard procedures be
developed to provide him with such evidence.

l
,

*Progess Report of the Senate CoMmittee on Teaching Effectiveness,
dated 30 Ivarch 1971;eceived by Senate at its meeting on
111 April 1;971, and filed.
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6. A Centrefor Instructional Technology

The UniverSity has always claimed that high quality teaching

was its primary concern and from the evidence presented to.the

Commission we belieVe that this aim has been achieved in parts

.the University.
1:4

of

Nevertheless it.appears that the majority of faculty

members have received little -fOrmal guidance in teaching techniques.
9--

The lack of opportunity for such guidance should.be remedied. All

instructors should -have an organized, opportunity to maintain'aware-
,

ness of the techiques4 of lecturing, 'conducting discussion groUps,

structuring courses and'evalUating students.

There 1s a need for a Centre for Instrubtional Technology on

this campus where an instructor could obtain information on teaching
,

and learning techniques, course (evelopiftent, Ilms,video tape's,

Computer-assisted 'inStruction,eto., and where there could be an

exchange of ideas on teaching'and learning.

these subjects would be Open to all members

Scheduled seminars on

.
of. the teaching staff,

including laboratory and teaching assistants:

11. o IT IS RECOMMENDED that' a Centre for
Intructional Technology be established to
prgvide.a facility for the exchange cif- %.
ideason all aspects of teaching, learning;'
and evaluation methods.,

.
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V. GRADUATE STUDIES

Graduate studies are considered to .be an essential element'
,

academic programmes,of most universitiesthroughout North America,
ky

and:Europe. The values of such studies are both intrinsic and'ex-

46

trinsic. They advance the frOntiers of intellectualuiry; they

produce tralneia minds for future'reSea.rch and edUcation; and they:,

0

proVide a stimulus to the tuldergraduate'prograMmes.

1. GradUate. StUdies at the University of Victoria

Ih September 1965
the:Senate established 'a School of Graduate

StAdies to be ,administered by the Senate Committee on Graduate Studies, ,

with the chairman of that committee being the Chairman.of. the SChool."

.
,N,

In May of 1967,' on the recommendation of that Committee, Senate

, approved the establishment of.a Faculty of Graduate Studies asof

1st of September, 1967. At thattime permission toYintroduce pro-

anmes'ieading to Master's degrees was given to eight departments

with four of thoSe departments receiving approval for progiammes

leading to,the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Progfammes in the
4 q

a.cult of Education were app=o.vedfoi. Ster's degrees.

A

Most di's'ciplines in the University now offer graduate work.

In,1972 there was a graduate student enrolment-Of 365.' At the Con-
,

vocation of 1972, 51 Masteris degrees,and 7 Ph.D.'s were awarded,,

bringing the University's. totals in these categories to 184 and 120

respectively. The largest number of Master's degrees have been

in Education (44), followed by Physics (28), Biology (23)'', and

. ,

Psychology (22): .41)f the Ph.D.'S awarded to date, four have been

40
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in Biology, four in PsycelOgy, three in Chemistry, and one in Physics.
0

No complete record bf awards won by Our post graduates could

.be found but it is known .that since 1968 they have won at least three

Commonwealth Scholarships, while Master's degree graduates have won

scholarships for Ph.D. s-0.idies at such universities4as Cambridge,

Berkeley, Hawaii, Toronto', and Trinity (Dublin). Several of our

Ph.D. ..and Masters graduates now hold university faculty:appointments.

While not unanimous, 'a large majority of statements and sub-

missions received by the Commission reaffirmed the-necessity of.a

vital graduate,programme at the:University of Vicyeria. However, the

.weight of the evidence emphasized the need for the University to re-

assess its policies relating to Graduate Studies,* partj.cularly with

kespect to the selection of disciplines and area for graduate study,

standards to be attained, the use of credit units, the use of

directed reading' courses, provision of financial assistance to

students, and the recognition of graduate sdies in faculty

teaching loads.

'12: IT. ISTM:gpyDED that Graduate Studies

continue to be recognized a. an integral part-.

of th twademic programe f the UniDersity of

Victoria with apropridtetallocations of funds

and' assignments of faculiytime.

AA
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,

2. Selection of Disciplines and Areas of 'Specialization

for Graduate Studies

While most departments in the University now offer graduate
N

4

studies, the Commission does not believe that all departments should

necessarily do so. Indeed, it feels thatthe rationale and -Sustfi-

cation for present programmes, as well as proposals which are currently

under consideration shoulde carefully reviewed to ensure that at

least the following criteria are being (or Would Le) met:

a) that there is a sufficient number of qualified

faculty who are committed to graduate studies,

and who are_themselves. activelY engaged in research

in areas relating to such studies ixt the department;

-

that the programme is espetially appropriate

for-the University of Victoria;

c) that the graduates from the programme will be of
4

such qUality that they can expect to be accorded

preference in the pursuit of their continuing
e

careers.

The Commission suggests that unless these criteria are met, a

department should not be involved in graduate studies.

<>Evidence considered by the Commission indicated that not all

departments now offering graduate"tiiork meet the above. criteria. I

some cases graduate students have been supervised by faculty member's

with only A minor interest in graduate work, or who are.themselveS

not actively engaged in research.
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The strength and reputation of a department's graduate pro-
.

gramme usually result from judicious specialization. Although most

departments at the University Of Victoria 'have focussed upon a few

fields within their respective disciplines, some appear to have

attempted to cover too broad a range. Such dispersal of effort has

almost certainly prevented the attainment.of the type of reputation

which will,attradt the more highly qualified graduate student.

It was pointed out to the Commission that in recent years

graduates with Master's degrees or Ph.D. degrees.have sometimes

found it difficult to obtain positions.. While the Commission takes

cognizance of this problem it believes that the need for those with

graduate degrees who are.well trained and of high calibre will continue

and, therefore, so long as the highest standards are maintained, graduate

programmes shoUld be continued in selected areas.

13. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the offering of a

graduate studies programme by any departmoit of

the University be dependent upon its meeting the

following criteria: (a) that there'is a,su icient

number of qualified adult who are committed

graduate studies, and who are themselves activeZy

engaged in research, in areas relating to.fsu4h

'studies in the departments (b) that tie programme

is eppeciaZZy appropriate for the University of

Victoria; and (c) that the graduates from the

programme will be of such quality that they can

expect tobe accorded preference 'in the pursuit

of ti1eir continuing careers.
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14. -
IT IS RECO:4MENDED that a review of the

extent to which existing graduate programmes

meet these criteria be completed by June 1973,

and that programmes that do not the

criteria be phased ,out.

3. Standards in Graduate'Studieg.Programmes

'Serious doubts were raised to the Commission about the overall

standard of graduate work in some areas of the University. In order

to improve these standards, it is essential that the supervision of

graddate work be carried out only by those with high interest and

competence in graduate studies, where competence is defined not only

in, terms of academic qualifications but also of active participation

in a research programme and experience in graduate student supervision.

It would seem approPi-iate, for example, for faculty members who have,

only-recehtly completed their own graduate programmes, to gain ex-

perience progressively in the supervision of ionours and Masters

work before'being entrusted the. supervision of Ph.D. work. In

addition, active participation in a research programme would appear

to be an essential 'requirement for facility pArticipation in a graduate

studies programme. Without such involvement, the faculty member is

less likely to be able to provide the stimulation and guidance that

graduate students rightfully expect.

One means of ensuring high standards is for the external members

of suporvisOry committees to become more actively inyclved in the

establishment of the student's programme of study, reviewing his
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-progress, and in evaluating his thesis and performance in the final

examination. Evidence presented to the Commission suggested that

external members are often involved in only a minor way in such

functions. The Commission belidVes that-the members of the super-,

visory committee appointed by the Faculty of Graduate Studies should

accept such a position only if they are, in fact, willing to represent

the University and to act at -the University's guardiahs of academic

standards.

Another means of ensuring high standards is the acceptance of

broad definitions of what is required of Masters' and Ph.D. candidates.

The Commission believes that, in general, a Master's degree should

require a broad knowledge of the field of "specialization, together

with an in-depth study of a single problem There should .be a

challenge to identify the problem and to solve it with minimum

directioh. A Master's programme should provide research training
1f

an-3 discover. the'candidate's potential for original thought; and

his research ability.

The Ph.D. degree is normally recognized as the highest pro-

sessionalsessional academic qualification. It should signify a thorough

knoWl;edge of the field and the ability to. make an original contri-

/ button to they In both his thesis and examinations the

candidate should be required to show ability'to conduct original

investigations, to test ideas, whether his own or of others, and

to understand fully the relationship of the theme of his investi-

gation to a wider field of knowledge.

4 5
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Evidence` considered. the Commfssion has suggested that while
/ -

the foregbing definitions are broadly accepted by depatments across

the campus, and while most appear to be pursuing high standards, there

are serious deficiencies in the work produced by graduate students in

some departments. This is revealed particularly in theses presented

for Masters' degrees,

15. IT IS RECOMMENDED that graduate research

be supervised only .by those faculty members

who 'are themselves active researchers.

16. IT IS RECOMMENDED that external members

of Supervisory Committees play a responsible-

role in drawing up programmes of study,

monitoring prbgress, and in reviewing.theses.

4. Course Units

The present system of assigning credit units to courses and

theses is clearly inappropriate for graduate Studies and lends itself

to abuse. 'An example i'the use of course unit requirement as a mea-

7sure of minimum qualifications. Unit values for graduate courses
rs

throughout the University vary from one to six, and yet persistent

questioning has failed to reveal the basis fox this allocation of units'.

There is even less consistency in the allocation of units for theses.

Theses unit yalues'may vary from three or. possibly less, to 18 or more,

and, yet a review of graduate theses fails.to reveal any obvious relation-

ship between the quality of the thesis and the numbe(r of units assigned.
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The Commission believes that, the course unit system leads to numerous
o

inconsistencies, and may well result in a lowering of standards.

An alternative to the present system would be that each

department set out the minimum requirements for a graduate degree.

These 'requirements would be defined in terms of the prerequisite

knowledge and basic skills, and would be approved by the Faculty of

Graduate Studies. Programmes would then be designed to ensure that

a student reach, this standard in order to graduate. This would

overcome many of the anomalies of. the present system in which different

departments award differing amounts of credit fOr similar amounts of

'work.

17. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the Faculty of

.., Graduate Studies give serious consideration

to the replacement of the present course' unit

system with a system which sets out minimum

requirements of skill, understanding, and

research contribution for the award of

graduate degrees.

5. Directed Reading Courses

The Commission was:also concerned with the apparent abuse of

directed reading and directed study courses. In many cases little,

if any, record seems to have been maintained of the objectives and:

extent of such reading or study, or of the evaluation procedures

which were used in rading. Just as important, it was seldom clear

why directed reading courses were selected 'rather than.lecture'courses
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or seminars in the subject, offered either in the student's own

department or in a cognate department._

The Commission suggests that directed study and directed.

reading courses sho d only be accepted by supervisory committees

when there is adequate documentation of the course objective's, content,.

resources, and the evaluation procedures which are to beused. Directed

study and directed reading courses should not be permitted where there

is an appropriate course available on the campus.

j8. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the Faculty of
o

Graduate' Studies (and. other Faculties as well)

revise present policies relating:to-directed. .

reading bourses to ensure that student perfar-

mance is adequately assessed, and that the

fullest possible advantage is taken of formal

courses offered on the campus.

6. Financial Assistance

.

At the present time-the UnivesitTallocates $155,000 a yeaT.

to the support of graduate students in the form of 30 fellowships

Worth $3,500 each, and 50 scholarships worth $1,000 each. Partial

support is also availablefrom the Univer4ty in the form of

assistantships-worth up to $800 per year, and through research

assistantships worth up to $1;000 per year and:1Paid from _faculty

members' research grants. Such financial assistance is well.below

that offered at institutions of .comparable size in.the rest of

8
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Canada, bipth in terms of amounts of awards and number of awards.

Fellowships at some Canadian universities, for example, 'are worth

more than $6,000 a year. Scholarships at several Institutions. are=

worth more than-$3000 a year. In some cases, thes6.aWards also

carry a remission of'fees; at the University of Victoria they do not.

As a consequence net income to students from scholarships is substan-

tiallylower than at many'Other, institutions.

. Not only is the amount of funding smaller, but the procedures

by which awards are decided seem unduly cumbersome. Ideally, when a

student applies for admission to graduate studies there should be an

immediate review of his qualifications and interests to determine

whether there is a suitably=qualifipd faculty meMber-wiliIng to

supervise his programme. If the answer to this question is negative,

the student should be informed quickly of his rejection so that he

may seek entry elsewhere. If the applicant has outstanding qualifi-

cations, however, there must be a method, available to immediately

confirm his acceptance and offer him adequate finandial support.

At present qualified. students are admitted to programmes before

it is known whether there is an interested and suitable faculty

supervisor available. In addition, the awarding of fellowships and.

scholarShips.appearsto be a very lengthy procedure, often resulting

in. many monthS' delay before an applicant is infOrmed whetheor not

he'has won such an award. By that time mostof the highly-qualified

applicants have been admitted to other universities. The present

procedures for, determining-admissions and awards clearly need revision.
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Policies relating to the length of time for which the

University provides financial aid to gradudtb-Students should"also

be altered. At present such assistance carries neither the expecta-

tion of renewal nor any specific time limit. This has meant that a.

student coming to the_University of Victoria with a fellowship or

scholarshipt and maintaining a satisfactory standard throughout his

first year, may findjiis grant withdrawn half-way through his pro-

gramme if an awards committee judges that there are new applicants'

with better qualifications. On the other hand, some students have

been supported by the University for as long as six years. Motivation

to complete studies in reasonable time would probably be increased

if time limits were set for the University contribution towards.

graduate programmes.

The Commission suggests that the University should limit

financial aid to two years for a Master' 'degree and an adai.tional.

three years for a Ph.D.. degree. Support should be granted on an annual

basis with automatic renewals upon satisfactory performance documented

and endorsed by the student's supervisory committee. In ex tional

circumstances; aid could be .granted for a longer period but.orily if

the case received whole-hearted support from the supervisory committee
.

and the Faculty of Graduate Studies.

Beyond the financial assistance provided by the University,

graduate students may apply for schola'rships furnished by the Federal

Government, particularly in the natural sciences. Students at the
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Unive2sity of Victoria have had many such awards. National Research

Council (NRC) scholarships and fellowships are an example. These

are awarded on the basis'of performance in undergraduate prOgrammes,

and enable the recipients to Continue with graduate studies at the

' University of their choice.

Students of the University of Victoria receive proportionately

the same number of externa)l scholarships as students of. other Canadian

universities: However, there is not.a corresponding influx of scholar-

ship holders into this institution. The net result is that the Univer-

sity has proportionately fewer graduate students holding external,awards'

than, othercomparabl,eCanadian universities. The clear implication is

that the academic reputations of the latter'are PerCeived to be higher.

Should the University of ViCtoria enhance its reputation in graduate

\studies, therefore; the number of external scholarship awardees at.

this institution may be expected to increase also.

19. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

revise ite present policies with respect to

the provision of financial aid for graduate

studies, including the offering of more

valuable fellowships, the acceleration of

procedures of reviewing appZications for

aid, and the development of criteria which

would'ensure greater equity in the allocation

of s^uch aid amongst students from various

departmenps.
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A

IT- IS RECaWENDED that the University

normally limit finan8ial aid to two years for

a_ master's programme and an additional three

years for a doctoral programme.

. Rec gnition of Graduate Teaching and Supervision
n Faculty Work Loads

Then the Faculty of Graduate StudieS was established in 1965,
. i

itwas g nerally agreed that graduate studies would be carried out,

in\the first instance,.without additional demand on the University
t

budget, although there appears to have been no official statement of

thi poli

(

43.

addi;tion,

and other

Altho

gradu to

there s

graduate'

gh

Graduate teaching was to: be carried out by faculty in
0

their normal undergraduate teaching duties, with equipment

acilities to be provided from the Undergraduate budget.

mot departments now appear, to consider the teaching of

Co
\

rses to be part of a faculty member's'' teaching load,

-
:-

normally.no alloWanCe made for the time spent supervising

students and, particularly, supervising theses. It is clear

hat unless slich an allowance is mede,faculty members will have,

ifficulty in performing adequately the responsibilities" allocated

them, The result is a lowering f the quality of instruction.

The Commission stronglY.Supports the view that graduate

e ching and supervision be recognized specifically in the allocation

of a faculty member'S duties, and that, he not be expected to add such

te ching to a normal undergraduate load. It suggests, in addition,
t
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that the Un ersity adope policies which would,allow some faculty

mealt0 s to concentrate largely on graduate studies and others to

devote most of their efforts toward undergraduate instruction.

21. IT IS RECOMMENDED that responsibilities

re _atingto Graduate Studies be accorded

specific recognition in the determination of

faculty work loads.

-

.11
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VI. CONTINUING EDUCATION

One of the views fr quently presedlid to the Commission

stressed the need for expandiig the academic horizons pf the University.

It was suggested that the University has been overly concerned with

providing credit couSescfor its degree programmes and has somewhat .

overlooked providing a more broadly accessible educational facility.

In addition, part-time students appear to have been treated as second-

class citizens in that they are noligible for awards and assistance.

and little effort is Made throUgh timptablibg to assi t their pro-

grammes. The submissions received by the Commission, however, ack-

nowledged that the University has an active and well- rganized

Division of Continuing:Education, but that its expertise could

perhaps be put to greater use.

Continuing Education canbe considered under three headings

J(a) part-timestudents taking degree credit courses; (b) courses.

.-leading to professidnal diplomas, or the updating of professional

qualifIcations; and (c) non-credit, general edudational courses.

The Commission believes that the University has the opportunity and

responsibility to funcion in each of these areas. It is suggested,

therefore, that all gcademid officers should accept the provision

of such services. as a major part of their responsibilities in the

'same way as they, do the regular undergraduate and graduate programmes.

1. Part-time Students

There seem to be no valid reasons formost of the distinctions
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4'

.
4,

.0 between full- and part-time,otu ents ih the UniverSity regulations;

I ,. .

. ._ .q It would Seel apprbt)riata'for e.University1to encourage part=time.
. ',

. '

. ,

''Students sine they are soften ol er an more mature.and can. add
i

ImuclOto the lnperSity'life of younger Students: The regulations

\
\

4hould; therefore, be:reviewed to remove some of the unnecessary
ti l'

\

.

,

restrictions. In addition/ there, shouid 4 a review of awards

,

and scholarships to see which of these might be applicable to 'part

tine students; for example, the remission of\fees. As astart,
i .

\4
the title "part-time student"jmightybe remoVed.so that such a

student is made to feel a part of a wIxple stud nt body.

AbOve all, there should be a review of the timetable to
,

provide sections.of courses in the late .afternoon and evening to
P

accommodate the employed 'student. It appears that two-thirds of

.the first d.second,.../,-year,..00urSeshaw ''fbur' or more seceions.- If
. , ,. ,-. v a- ...' t /.

one of these 'sections were. giNenin the late afternoon or %ening,
..

in_alternte years; a student complete much of his.oducation

by part7time Study. With such a syStem, a faculty member would, not

normally be required to teach aneVening section more than once
ti

every six to eight years.

Experience in those coursdO already offered at later hotirs

indicates that full -time students Often select evening sections in

preference to day sections. In addition', the posSibilityof some

sections being taught in a single-three-hour session on one evening

should be investigated. In some cbursep,wherethis has been done in

0
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the past both faculty and students expressed enthusidsm for such

tipetabling.

The degree progrmmes'of the University should be investi-

gatecL with a view to offering more third- and fourth-year courses

afLer 4:30 in the fterneon: The exact demand forsuch courses

will not be known until more have been offered on an experimental

Joasis, but the iversity has a particular responsibility here since

47

evening courses at this level cannot be offered by the regional colleges.

./A

The queLtion was raised as to the academic 'desirability of

permitting stu

a

ents to obtain credit towards a degree over an extended

number of yeas. The Commission could find no reliable evaluation of

this matter although was felt-that in some disciPlines,,particulsarly

those involving-specialized Skills, the development and maintenance

of such skiirs requi.Os constant-and intensive practice. Further,
(

by earning,over an extended period, the student might not develop

a balanced overview of his discipline, although this could be evalu-

ated\by *ails of a Comprehensive graduation examination, as suggested

I

in Section 111.3. In this regard it is suggested that the University's

n on the tim' for completion of a degree, and the residential

requir m nts, )6e reviewed.

uggestion was made to the Commission that a spe ial

officer f he University be made responsible for advising and'

assisti g art-time students. Although there is merit in this

suggested the Commission feels that this might accentuate the

56
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differentiation between part-time and full:-time students and we

recommend. that the offices of the Deans; Depatments, Counselling

Services, and Registrar make appropriate services'avaiiable to all

stuaents equally, and become more aware of and better able to deal

with the special problems of students who, for various reasons, do

not undertake a full course of study.

22. IT IS RECOMMENDED that t-whenevr

possible the University regulations not

distinguish between fici1,7 and part -time

students.

23. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

review its timetable with.a view to offering

more courses attimes'suitable for off-campus

students, and that these be scheduled to

provide planned continuity for complete

programmes.

'2. Professional Courses.

The University'has a re onsibility.to. aSOist pradtitioners

V

in a variety of professions to up- ate their qualifications. This

maybe done both with diploma and no credit courses, and almost all

48

professional bodies that were consulted xpressed considerable interest

in such opportunities: Those consulted incl d d teachers, public

administrators, engineers, doctors and nurses. was noted that

most of such courses now being given are financially lf-supporting.
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In some dis-ciplines the University may not have suitably

qualified personnel to- offer appropriate instruction but could

provide the administrative services and accommodation for programmes

arranged, by the professional body itself and approVed by the University.

To broaden this service to the community, the Unifiersity should be

willing to provide such courses at sites other'than the Gordon Head

.campus. For example, teaching at a downtown Victoria location might

provide a very valuable service, 'and experience indicates potential

r.

success for courses and professional workshops offered at other

locations both on VancouVer Island and in the Sritish,Columbia interior.

24. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University,

in co-operation with appr6priate professional

bodies, investigate additional ways in which

it can offer educational services for pro-

fessionals wishing to update their qualifica-

tions. Such services could be offered both.

on and offs the University campus.

3. Additional Educational Services

Many people in British Cblumbia do not have access to any

form of university level educatibn. Most commonly this is.due t

their living far from a-large city, but it also includes handicapped

persons and those confined in hospitals, institutions and prisons.

25.. IT IS RECOMMENDED that_the University

initiate discussion with the other British

Columbia universiti,es, the government of
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British Cotumbia, and various agencies in'

the province, with a view to providing

university level educational services for

those persons unable to make use of con-

ventional educationat facilities.

4. Non-Credit Education

On many occasions it was brought to the attention of the

Commission that there iSa strong desire by the public for more

non-credit educational.experiences which would enable people to

better understand the complex problems of our rapidly changing

society, The DiviSion of Continuing Education already organizes a

0

.wide selection of.such courses about which the Commission heard many

favourable comments. A list of these courses offered since 1966 is

given.in 'Appendix H.

No majyi. problems in this area were brought to the attention

of the Commission and its only suggestion, therefore, is that this

part of the University's programme be fully recognized and that all

academic officers and faculty members of the University recognize their

responsibility for initiating and participating in such programmes.

The existing opportunity for any member of the community to

audit any course offered at the University (assuming 'olassrooM space

to be available) is not widely known. Auditing students, are not

normally required to satisfy pre- or corequisites. They may par,:

ticipato fully in the course, but do not receive credit towards a
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- ,

degree. This aspect'Of the University's offering should receive

wider publicity.

'5. Continuing Education:Teaching Appointments

The Commission noted With concern'that in most cases a

faculty member who teaches a Continuing,Education course receives

.a special appointment by the Board'of Governors and additional

remuneration for this work. This would appear to be an unnecessary

4

condition when courses are given by full-time faculty members. It

would seem appropriate that wherever possible such courses should

be included in the normal teaching programme of the University,

although non- credit courses. given as part of a faculty member's

teaching duties might perhaps count for less than a full credit

course since they do, not normally include extensive evaluation of

assignments and examinations. The practice of faculty members

teaching courses in addition to their normal duties for extra

remuneration would appear to be undesirable other than in excep-

tional circumstances (see. Recommendation 59).
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VII, AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION.
a

-
Few Universities, and certainly not one of the moderate size

visualized for the. University of Victoria, can hope to achieve all

things in all disciplines: To best:serve the community, and earn a

respected position among academic institutions, the University must

build its reputation through general excellence coupled with

specialization in particular areas. By its public statements and

resource allocations, the University's acknowledgement of specific

areas of specialization allows such areas to flourish and gain

broad recognition.

To select appropriate areas for specialization, the Commission

has used four-basic criteria: (1) the presence of special facilitieS.

arising from our location or historical development; (2) the pregence

a 'nucleus of suitably qualified and enthusiastic faculty members

actively engaged in appropriate scholarly prograMmes; (3)-the ned

for such.:specialization as evidenced by demand; and (4) the absence

of duplication of such specialization in other universities of British

Columbia and western Canada. Of these criteria (1) and (2) are essen-

tial,.while (3) and (4) may be considered important, but hot determining.

'The -areas of specialization which might qualify on the basis of these

criteria may be Classified into three categoies: those within a

single discipline; those involving Several disciplines; and those..

'which. offer training in a.particular profession.

6i



26.' IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

establish the following as :criteria or areas

of specialization: (1) the presence Of special

facilities arising from our location or histori-

cal,development;.(2) the presence of a nucleus

Of suitably qualified -and enthusiastic, faculty.

members,actively engaged.in appropriate scholarly

programmes; (3) the need for such specialization

, as evidenced by demand; and (4) the ab4nce of

duplication of such specialilation in other

universities of British Columbia and western

,Canada. Of these criteria (1) and (2) are

essential, while (3) and (4) may be considered

important, but no.t determining.

53

1. Specialization Within a Discipline

There are already a number of academic areas in the first

category which appear to meet all four criteria and which the Uni-

versity has recognized both in name and by the allocation of resources.

Some,eXamoles of these areas are Astronomy, Computer Science, Linguistics,'

;

Marine Biology, Music, .Nuclear Physics (TRIOMF), and Reso4rces Management.

Most of these programmes are now wel1.7:established and have brought,

considerable credit to the University..

The Department of Music has experienced such a rapid, increase

in the demand for instruction in the past two or three year that it

.has had to impose strict limits on enrolment. At present its pro-
.

gramme is confined to those majoring in music. Qualified applicants

from other faculties ire unable to obtain instruction in the Department

4.0
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5.4

.due to lack of staff and facilities. In addition, the'DepOrtment

provides a unique service in the form of concerts involving both

the University and the community at large. The value of these

concerts was frequently acknowledged in submissions to the CommissiOn.

The Commission believes that in viewof the rept4tation for high

quality instruction-enjoyed by the Department, and. the grOwing demand

. .

for its services, the. .University should give-Serious consideration

to the provision of additional funds to enable it to' accommodate a

larger number of qualified students:

Presentations made to the commission suggested, an increasing

demand for clinical psycholoqistS in British Columbia and Canada.

Although` the facilities for such a programme were provided in the

building now occupied by the Psychology Department, these.have not

been used for that purpose. The Commission believes that the

University shOuld undertake an immediate review of the merits and

potential costs of such a programme, and that thiS review should

take into account the implications that aR expansion of Clinical:

Psychology would hold for various other specializations within the

Department,

There are, undoubtedly, other areas which would meet the

'criteria set out above but which have not been specifically acknow-

. ledged. An obvious one is British Columbia historical studies for

which there. is evidence of student and-faculty interest, as well as

a prime local facility in the form of the British Columbia Provincial

Archives.
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27. IT IS -RECOMMENDED, that on the b6sis of

the criteria (as in Recommendation 26), the

University acknowledge certain areas of

specialization within individual departments.

Such areas shOuld receive special consider-

ation in the allocation of the University's

resources.

2. Interdisciplinary Programmes

In this category there are some programmes already in.

existence and others contemplated. These include Environmental and

Resources Management Studies, Liberal Arts prograMmes, and Pacific

Rim Studies, After a review 9f these programmes the Commission

found that they .appeared,to meet the basic criteria. However, some

concern was expressed that while Pacific Rim Studies involved a

group of specialists who had studied various aspects of the Pacific,

there seemed to be little evidence of co-ordinated,scholarly

actiyity aimed at Study of the PaCific region as a whole. This

appears to be a basic requirement for futu 'rowth of a programme

in Pacific Studies.

4

-The prime candidate for a specialized interdisciplinary

programme would, appear to be Marine Sciences. The piesence in the

/
district of the Bamfield,,Research Station, the Defence Research

",.

Establishment Pacific (Pacific Naval Laboratory), the Marine Sciences

Branch of the Department of the Environment, and the high probability.,

of the foundation ol a large marine sciences research institute in

Victoria in the next few years, are facilities which should not,be

2
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overlooked by the University. In addition-, there are well-establiSned

and d-productive research programmes in this area ij,ing carried out in

the departments of Bacteriology and Biochemistry, Biology, Chemistry,

Geography, Mathematics and Physics. A closer collaboration between'

the marine specialists in these disciplines would enhance the Univer-

sity's opportunity for contribution and recognition as a

marine science studies.

centre for

Another. candidate is Environmental and Resources Management

Studies. The University has developed some reputation for,reSeardh

and training in this connection, partidtlaily through the departments 1

of Biology, Economics, Geography and Political Sciende. Faculty

members have.acted as advisors to government agencies in these fields,

and many.students have found employment in agencies and organization

pursuing studies of resources management and Various environmental

.o

problems. Increasingly studies in.these fields require understanding'

of several disciplinestand experiMents in-co-operatiVe research and

teaching at the University appear to have proved fruitful. Proposals

for an interdisciplinary programme in environmental and resources

management studies have received support from faculty' as welI l as

from students.

How is a university with limited facilities best able to

support such programmes? The.Commission considers that as a minimum.

undertaking this University should acknowledge specialization in

selected areas by title, by the appointment of.a director, and by

oi
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I. the plovisiOn. of minimal facilities and staff. For this purpose the

tniversityshouldestabli.sh a number of interdisciplinary /nstituts.

These Institutes would be responsible for organizing course programmet

at the undergraduate 'a d\4raduate levels in.conjunction with the.

appropriate departments The Institutes must be founded on'a basis

of,high quality and prlductive team research to provide an
-----

approach to stated prolcilems.

integrated

For each Inttitute a director should be appointed with an

appropriately reduded teaching load of perhaps fifty per cent. Minimum

facilities should be' an offiCe, a secretary and, if possible, a study.
.

room where pertinent materials could be as embled: When such an

Institute is founded it should'be subjected,, after a period of five

years, to a detailed and critical review to, determine whether the

Institute should contintlle in its present form, be given additional

resources and permitted to cgroW, or be disbanded so that the resources

Could be allocated elsewhere. In is context, it is hoped that any

such Institute based on active and relevant research would be able

to .attract significant funds'to "University and perhaps become

a

largely self-supporting.,

The intent of such Institutes is to transcend interdepartmental

barriers and provide a facility for specialists in several d'sciplines

to work together in solving complex problems. This purPose wil have

been defeated, however, if the establishment of Institutes builds new

barriers .71-iich then separate specialists from other members of their

11
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own discipline. It is considexed that limitation in the physical
,

facilities provided for Institutes would.circumvent this prOblem,
i.

/et still perthit an institution to perform its major co-ordinating
4 p

functions.

GO. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University es-
,

tablis'n a number of interdisciplinary InsEitutes,

which would be based-on high quality, goaZ-

ori.ented team research, and w ich.would be'

responsible for organizing in co-operation with

the appropriate departments, study programmes at

the undergraduate and graduate levels. Establish-.

ment would include the appointment if a. director,

who would
1

be expected to continue some part of his

teaching duties, and the provision bf secretarial

assistance and appropriate office space, lize pro-

grammes of such Institutes should be subjected to

intensive review after five years of peration.

58

3. Professional Schools

'"The,Commission accepts the View and experience of most univer-

sities that professional schools are integral components of their

academic structures. However, the University of yiCtoria has at

present, only one professional school, the F'dciirty of Education; The .

Commission is Of thq.. opinion that had'the University established:

additional professional schools _earlier in its' development, its -role

would have been better understood by the community at large and its

contributions would have been greater.

4.
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1

During the past five' or six years the University has studied

proposals for several such schools, Authority for a School of Nursing'

was approved by Senate in 1966, f r a SchOol of Social'Welfare in 1967,

and a School c Law in 1969. F reasons which are not clear to the

'Commission, University resources-were not allocated for the establish-

merit of these schools.

On the basis Of the criteria previously stated, the Commission

reviewed the proposals for these and several other professional schools:

In its review the Commission placed particular emphasis on the needs

of society for specialists in the given field.and on avoidance of

'duplicating similar -programMes in western Canada. It was also

realized that by their nature some professional schools require
,

considerable funds, not ony tor providing basic facilities but fOr

their continued operation. Such schools could only be contemplated,

thereforeif the'majOr.funding could be provided and guaranteed

indeperidently'of the existing UniverSity'budget.

In considering the Nia\rious proposals made to the Commission,

there appeared to be.one candidate which clearly met:all the criteria..
1

This was a. proposal for a School of Administrative Studies which would

initially specialize in public administration. There is no other'

school 'offering such training in western Canada and-it .is understood'

tbat the other British Columbia universities are not planning to

enter this field. There is a' considerable demand for this form of

educatiOn, as is evidenced by the numbper of applicationS received .



I

annually for admission into the University's Executive Development

Training Programme for Civil Servants; three times as many aiRply as

can be accommodated. All forecasts indicate that the require ents

fOr executive and administrative training for federal, proVincial,

and municipal government services, will increase greatly in the future.

There is aiready.a nucleus of faculty members qualified to offer
.,

' . \ . 1-many parts of such a programme and the' requirements epr additional

facilities are minimal.

SchoolS. of Law, Nursing,'and Social Welfare are other candi

dates which appear_to sheet most of the criteria, Howevei.i in 1

three cases the CommissiOn received conflicting information, all

from apparently reliable sources, as to the exact demand at this

time for professionals trained in these fields. The Commission holds
`..

that Ehe, University should prepared to commit itself to founding

these.Schools as soon as firm evidence of demand for graduates is

presented by the professions, andthe necessary additional funding

is assured..

Toward the end of the Commision's deliberations.a brief was

received proposing the founding of a School of Optometry. This was

,

one of the most detailed proposals received and appeared to meet the

stated criteria. Such a School would, however, require a major

financial commitment and adequate funding would have to be assured,

The Commission suggests that the University continue its negotiations
---

with the Canadian Association of Optometrists.
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IT IS RECOMMENDED that',phe University

establish a number of professional schools

seZected on the basis of community need, ,'

acadonic.sUitability, and the avai Zabi Zi ty

of appropriate funding. A School of Adnini-

strative Studies, initially specialising in

public aOninistration, appears to meet thes

requirements. Schools of Law, Nursing, Op ometry

and Social Work 12 re other strong carqida es and

the possibility b31 establishing thon sho Zd be \

actively expZored by the University, an

decision made .74...each case by June, Z9 4.

70
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'VIII. RESEARCH

1. -The Role of Research in the University

'`Research is,now regarded as an integral part of the responsi-

bilities of a faculty member at most universities in North America

and Europe. In eanada and throughoutthe world, universities are

the prima.ty centres for basic research and the generation of new
4

ideas and concepts. This activity perhaps more than any other dis-

- tinguishes a university from other institutions of post-secondary

edubation. It.is important to recognize, however, that research may

take a variety of -forms, including inquiry, experiment, publication,

and creative work of all kinds. Thus it encompasses the writing of

poetry as well as the development of ehemical compoundsthe produc-

tion of works of art and music,as well as the search for reason's
o

underlying historical events. It should not be construed as including,

however, the preparation of materials fQr course lectures, which normally

requires the accumulation and organization of-extant information and

ideas rather than the generation of new data or new concepts.

Research plays several roles in the University.. Its function

is not merely to expand the intellectual horizons of the researcher

but it is also a,significant, if not a critical, input into teaching.

Students have always been inspired by active minds, and research, by
,

definition, requires active minds. Working on the frontiers of know-

ledge, the researcher has always something new to share with his

students, and hopefully gains their critical appraisal of his ideas

and his research.

7 1
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Since its foundation, the University of Victoria has emphasized

research, not only in its hiring policies but also in the iDoviSion of

facilities, such as an outstanding library, and excellent laboratories.

The faculty has received considerable finandial support from external

sources, amounting to almost one million dollars in the academic year

1971-72. The.University has also provided support, particularly-for

the initiation of research projects. In 1971-72 some $184,000 Was

allocated for this purpose through the President's Committee on

Faculty, Research, Leave and Travel.

Support from these sources ias made possible the production

of.a.large number of scholarly workS. Research activity has helped

the University gain national and international reputations in several

fields.

ResearCh at the University of Victoria was studied intensively

by a President:s ReSearch Support-Advisory, Committee in 1967 (see

Appendix I). It reviewed the nature and extent ofreseaYch activity
l-

in the various faculties of the Uniyersity,-iis sources offinancial

support, and its productivity. It made several recommendations which

it believed would help overcome various impediments to this activity..

Unfortunately, little or no action was taken on the Committee's

report. Many of the suggestions', however, seem as geisinane today as

they were when the report was presented. The Commission .endorses

the views of that Committee and the recommendations Which are

presented in this section are based in part on the Committee's.

suggestions.

72'
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2. Differences in Involvement and Support

Although much has been accomplished, in the expansion of

research at the University of Victoria, the effort remains uneven.

There are major differences in research productivity both within
.x(

and among departments. Various reasons for theSe differences were

advanced to the Commission.

Research is more. traditional in some disCiplines than.it is

in others- Most natural scientists regard research as beingoan in-

tegral part of their work. Some social scientists and many in the

hpmanities regard it more as a sideline or, an obligatiorythan as

key aspect of their endeavours, Financial support is more readily

available to some disciplines than it is to others. Physical scientists

have obtained generous support from the National ResearCh Council and

the Defence Research Board, whereas social scientists, and those in

the humanities compete for a much smaller research allocation prbYided

mainly by the Canada'countil. While total grants to physical scientists

often amount to over $20,000, those awarded ta:social scientists or

tpose in the humanities are typically below $5,000. Those wcr.king in

the physical sciences can often undertake their research in conjunction

with their teaching, and can fregUently hire research assistants to

help them. In the social sciences and the humanities the direct in-

volvement of, the faculty member is often much more. essential - as in

reviewing literature, writing a novel, a poem,ir composing a piece

of music., In some social science projects personal interviewing by

7 3
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the researcher himself, is essential; the task cannot be delegated to

an assistant. The facilities for physical science.research - such AS

laboratories - are normally on the campus. This is often not the case

for social scientists and those in thehumanities, where there is a

need for such facilities aaarChivea, populations foy interviewing,

and so on. The needs of the two groups therefore are quite different.

Such differences are not always recognized in policies relating

to the funding of research, and especially where researchers from

several disciplines compete for the same source of funds. It was

suggested to the Commission, for example, that it is .normally much.

(

f

easier to obtain funds to purchase an Oscilloscope for research in

physics than a tape reco-rder for studies iii geography, or a typewriter

for historical research or creative writing. if this is so, such

policies may have impeded the research effort in certain disciplines.

There were some intimations that policies of the President' -s

Committee on Research, Leave and Tgavel may have failed to recognize

the differing needs of various disciplines.vis-a-vis research, par-

ticularly as the larger portion of the budget of that Committee has

generally been.allocated to researcher's in the physical sciences.

During the period,1968-69 to 1972-73 the Committee allocated some.
4

$861,824 to support research in 24. disciplines.. Of this; $392,369

was allocated to research in biology, chemistry, and physics, .which

is 45.5% Of the,total research funds of the Committee. The reasons

for this high proportion, however, do not appear to have resulted

74
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from undue bias towards studies in the natural sciences, or a failure

to understand the differing requirements of the various disciplines

so much as a failure of researchers in other fields to apply for

funds or to prepare well-documented research proposals (see Appendix J).

The problem of allocating the University's own budget for

research is likely to become much more difficult inAthe next decade

if present trends continue, notably the restriction of traditional

external sources of funds (such as the National Research

the Defence Research Board), and increasing demands

Council or

fiom the social'

sciences and the humanities for support. It the University wishes

to ensure that its research.efforts continue to grow, it will have

to search for additional funds froth external sources, and will have

to modify its current policies relating to the allocation of research

funds.

The Commission considers that, although'the.University has

provided a substantial amount of support not only in the fotm of

research: grants, but also in terms of computer time, facilities,

and staff time,-it may need to increase this commitment considerably

in the next few years if research efforts are to be sustained. While

it can'be anticipated that funds from external sources will continue

to be available, it is becoming increasingly necessary for universities

0

to provide collateral commitments to obtain them, especially where

grants for major research programmes are involved.
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The University, as noted earlier, currently provides over

-$180,000 annually in grants to individual faculty members, generally

to assist in the development of new projects, or to aid the completion

of those for which external funds atd no Longer available. This

amount, while substantial, is only about one per cent of the Univer-

sity's annual operating funds. In order to improve research produc-

ti7ity on this campus, the Commission believes that the University'

Must increase the allocation for research. In addition, i.f it wisheS'

to ensure that the differing' needs of various. fields are taken into

account, it should draw up policies in this regard in consultation

with researchers in the different disciplines.

30.

31.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that Ole University

continue its policy of providing money to

initiate researA projects, and to help fill

the deficiencies created by the Zack of ex-

ternal funds; most notably in the. Social

Sciences and Humanities.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

revise its present policies relating to

.
research funding so as to recognize more

specifically the needs of various disciplines.

3. A University Officer for Research

Experiende at many.universities has dem9lstrated the need and

usefulness of a senior staff officer responsible for all internal and

external facets of research activity. Such an officer is normally

76



charged.with the development of research policy, the co-ordination

68

,and.implementation of approved policy, and the provision of information

on all aspects of research funding and policy. The,Commission considers .

that the appointment-of such an officer at the University of Victoria

4

would be invaluable, and that steps should be taken immediately to

establish such an office.

32. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

establish the position of research officer,

within the office of the Viee-loesident (Academic).

The duties of this office to include: the

developFnent of research policy, the co-ordination

and implementation of approved policy, and the

provision of information on all aspects of

research funding and policy.

4. Policies Relating to Support of Travel

The Commission was apprised of some concern about policies

relatingto the funding of travel for faculty members attending pro-

fessional meetings. At present a faculty member can generally obtain

funds to support the larger part of the travel costs to one professional

/-
meeting a year. Such support is well justified as it provides the

opportunity for a faculty member to meet with other colleagues in

his field to discuss new ideas and avenues of enquiry. However,

under this policy, some activeresearchers have -been unable to

attend additional meetings to which they have been specifically
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invited as contributors. The Commission suggests that some revision

of the present policy would further the professional growth of

researchers and hence, the reputation of the University.

3;;, IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

continue to support the travel of faculty

Members to meetings of learned societies,

and that it revise its policies to permit

invited contributors to attend more than

one meeting per year.
1

7 8

O
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IX. PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS

f ed.natien and athletics have played important roles

in the development of academic and recreational 'programmes at.the

University of Victoria. Despie 4s relatively small staff and limited

facilities, .t e Physical Education Section of the Faculty of Education
.

has developed a well - rounded programme of teacher training. The

number of app ications for entry into the'programme consistently

ekceeds the n er of-stddents that can be accommodated, and the

. -
annual intake has been limited to 60 students. The University's

rugby, soccer, basketball, and volleyball teams have won provincial

and national honours. There is also a.very vigorous intramural

athletic programme, and a rapidly expanding recreational programme

involving students, faculty and staff.

Despite this enthusiasm and the various academic and athletic

attainments, there appears to bey prOfound concern about the future,

of physical education, athletics, and recreation 'at the Univeraity,

of Victoria. 7-Phis concern'tocusses7-upon two. isaues:

a). should Physical Education continue-to be

a section within the Faculty cf Education

or should it be granted some other status?

b) to what extent, and in what ways, should

.the athletic and recreational-progmaes"

of the University .be linked to the

Physical Education programme?

79



1. The Future of Physical Education

, .

'Among its various programmes, the Faculty of Education has
. .

accorded particular status eo the Physical EdUcation Section. As
.

. ,-----

of 'June 1972-, the Section had ten full-time faculty, two part-time

technical assistants, and a number of student assistants. It offers

a wide variety of-courses relating to theory and to the development

of skills,as well as organizing various.activities. Although the

Physical Education Section believeS that it has achieved consider-
f

able success in teaching and training, it has suggeSted that much

more might be accomplished if it were given recognition as a It

Depdrtment, and even more so if a School ofPhysical Education

were established.

.

The Physical Education Section differs from many other

ctions of the Faculty of Education, not only in the nature of

i-t? s subject, but in its potential contribution to the University's

d
academic programme. While the Physicl Education Section recogniZes

that its primary responsibility lieS in the training of school

'teachers who will be responsible.fori physical education prOgrammes,

71

it a3so suggested that it could make useful contribUtions.to such

I

areas as paramedical activities, training of the handicapped, and

the u9e of leisure time. In this say it might assist in, the instruC-
e

.
.

! -
,

,

,

tion of athletic trainer's, organizers of community recreational
.

.

`facilities, and in the developmen f community awareness of-possi-
c

bilities for the use of outdoor r creational resources. The Physical

Education Section.believes that s7ch an expansion of its role would

I I
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. ' i

widen thebase for its scholarly activity and its practical contribu-
.

.

e tion to teaching.

,.''
..

The Commission finds that the teal role of thPhysical

,,

/
.

. a

EducationoSeption in the University s not been clearly defined.
./.

i T.
. .

This'has .led to an undesirable ivalence'of purpose and effort
AI

that shoUldbe resolved. '

34. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the role and

.purpose of the Physical Education Sect'ion

of 00. Faculty of Education and the overall

University policy On athletics be defined by

june 1973.

J!.

2. Extramural and 'Intramural Athletics

The athletics and,recreational programmes of the University

are conpidered'to be completely.separate from the Physical Education

programme, since the former are presently administered:t1irough.the

office of the Dean of Administration,,rather than throug !the-Dean

of EduCation.

it

'The support of University.,, athletic teams and intramural

I '.
programmes is shared by the Alma Mater Society (AMS) ad the

UniVersitY. .0g,the annual AMS fOe of 32.00.charged to /each
,

student, $6.00 are earmarked fo ,a;thietiC dctivi4es. /In 1971 -72,.

this yielded approximately $30,000 for the latter. In'recent years

the University has matched the AMS contributiopn., Thusc"-in 1971 -72

the total budget for attic actiiities was about $60,000: Thd.

University also provides administrative staff, honoraria'for coaches,

81
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and furnishes facilities for sports and other types or recreation

The annual budget for extramural sports (such assoccer,

rugby, ice hockey, grass hockey and basketball), and certain clubs

73

which prticipateinextramural activities (suCh as fencing,. curling,
;

bowling, judo and sailing) is approximately $57,0.09 consisting mainly

/
of travelling expenses, entrance fees, and rental fees for facilities,

and of this amount some $3,000 is allocated to clubs with extramural

activities. Data submitted to the Commission indicated that the
, .

actual.costs of running this'prograMme far exceed the budget, and,

that participants are generally called upon to pay the difference.

There were some suggestions that participants should expect to make

such contributions. It was pointed out,lhowever, that otheruniver-

,sities appear to.be more generous in their support of .athletics.

The annual budget for intramurallactiyities is lbout $3,200

and covers various club, activities such as sailing, curling, badminton,

flag football, six-a-side soccer, softball, basketball, volleyball;

and field hockey. Here again actual 'costs exceed the funds available

in the budget. Submissions to the Commission emphasized the rapid

growth of intramural recreational activities, notably in badminton,

tennis, sailing, tensing and judo.

Tie Athletic Programme of the University is managed by the

Athletic Directorate of six members: three'members of faculty

appointed by the Chairman of Senate, and three.students including
la

the Chairmen of Extramural Activities and Intramural Activities of

82
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the Alicia Mat Society. It sets the'policy for inter-university

athletic activities and intramural programmes.

1

Conberns were expressed to the Commission -about the Athletic

Programme, Tnd about its relationship to the Physi;:al Education

Programme. iAmong these, the following- appeared to be of importance:

a) the costs of extramural and intramural

programmes are increasing but sources

of support are not;
/ .

b) there is duplication of effort, and

potential conflict in the functions

of the Chairman of the Physical

Education Section and the Director

of Athletics.

Submissions to the Commission showed that costs of entering

'competitions, travel, purchasing equipment, etc. care growing rapidly.

Sources of income,_ however, are-not expanding in like manner, and may

even decrease, as they are tied to student enrolment. This imbalance

might be 'overcome in several ways ..such as increasing the proportion

bf the AMS fee allocated to'athletic programmes and increasing the

University contribution. The present AMS fee of $6.00 is well below

that allocated to athletic activities at many other Canadian univer-
.

L les.. The average across Canada Raising this fee would

seem to be the most equitable and productive means of increasing

-financial support for the Athletic Programme. If the Univprsity
I .

,pgreed to-contihue its policY of matching funds, there should btu

41



sufficient money to finance the various programmes to which the

University is now committed and'pernap to e pand them as well.'

1 35. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the Zma Mater

Society be encouraged to s crease he amount

of its contribution towards the sup ort of

athletic and recreatsopal
.

rogrammes and

Athat the University conti ue to match theP

Alma Mater Societycontribution.

Another matter raised in subliissions to the Commission was

whether the ultimate management resp nsibility for the proposed

physical education-complex should
bel that of the Cha rman of the

75

PhysCal Education SeCtion or the Athletic Director. \The Commission
1

considers ETat EFF"a7ggigriiitent of management respongT4ItY is not a

fundamental. looblem: Rather, what must be recognizedl.s the need to

assign firSt priority to academic programmes in the allocation of

space and facilities,

36. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

adopt policies with- respect to the managemenit

of the proposed.Physicat' Education Complex

which will assign fi,,,st priority to academic

needs.O

The ComMiSson.was alsO made aware of several co cerns

relating to the coaching of University teams. Recently the Uniyer-

sity has succeeded in obtaining the services of several Outstanding

athletes as coaches, some of them having considerable,international

4
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experience. The Physical Education Section and a number of students

'involved in its programmes, however, felt that greater use could be

made of faculty and of students in the coaching of teams. Reluctance'

of faculty 'to accept such responsibilities appeared to be based on a

lack of recognition of time spent on this activity when being con-

sidered for tenure, and promotion. Students felt that they could .

benefit a great'deal from coaching University teams if they were

given official duties as assistants. Such partiCipation would appear

to be impb±tant for Physical Education majors since they are normally

expected to administer similar. .programmes when employed by elementary

and secondary schools.

37. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

continue its policy of seeking high calibre

coaching staff.

38. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the. University

define the role of faculty members in the

coaching of athletics.

39. IT IS RECOMMENDED.that students be

appointd astsistants to University coaches.

3. Centwinial Stadium

.Concerns were also expressed aboUt the use'of the Centennial

Stadium, a.facility built on university property, but financed jointly

by the various Victoria municipalities as.a Centennial project in

1967. It is operated by a Management'Committee consisting of

M./
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representatives from the municipalities of Victoria, Oak Bay, and' -

Saanich, the Sports Council of Greater Victorig, and the University.
"141

Each organization contributes financially towards its operation, and
,

it has an annual income of about $13,000, based on grants from the

municipalities ($1 ,000) and rental fees ($3,000). Cost of operation,

however, amounts to about.$30,000 per year. The UniVersity assumes

the balance between income and actual costs.

The major, nse of the Stadium is by the high schools in

Victoria for track and field training and sports meets. The

University of Victoria has used it very little for its own sports

activities; it is estimated that non - University,. bodies accountfor

95% of its use. Apart from a few rugby, ,e,occer, and football matches,

it is virtually unused for eight months of the year.

During the past five years the condition of the track at the

Stadium has graduallydeteriorated. It is nomunf# for use in the

period outside the summer, and experts feel,that it is unfit for

chaMpionships in the:summer as well.

Part of the problem of laCk of use ,reSults frOm the fact

that the field is poorly drained, making it unfit for such gameS

as soccer during the winter. The problem is also rooted in the

lack of financing to carry out repairs and improvements. Fees

are,extremely low4and in no way: cover costs of operation. A

district high school organization, for example, can rent the

a

Sa
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Stadium for only $50 a.day, which clearly does not meet the cost

of providing the fadilitie's.

.40. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the. University

review immediately its involvement in the

management and operation of the Centennial

Stadium, with a view to increasing its use-

fUlness :to the.University,and making-it a

year -round facility.
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X. SUMMER SESSION

a.

A Summer. Session has been in operation at the UniverSity of

Victoria for the past sixteen years. In providing courses designed

to meet the academic needs of students, particularly those who are

primary and secondary. school teachers, the Suramer Session has made

a useful contribution' o education in British Columbia. The prime

function of the Summex Session has been to provide academic credit

courses toward degrees at the University of Victoria and it has

therefore been looked upon as ahextension of the Winter-Session.

As such, Summer Session has provided a serf ce to students who are

not able to attend the'University during the winter or who wish to

accelerate, or make up deficiencies, in their programmes.

J., Course Standards

.

Every effort has been madeto ensure that the standards of

the Summer Session courses are equivalent to those of the Winter

Session. Nevertheless, the summer-courses attempt to cover the,

same ground in seven weeks as isnor-many covered during the Winter

Session in 26'weeks. This results in a very intensive programme

and although-there is noa.vailable evidence about the relative
'

effectiveness of short concentrated periods of study compared with

longer programmes, doubts were eipressed in some area AboUt the

desirability of -stch-Intensity. For example, most courses in

Mathematics and the Sciences are built around.a system where each

lecture is followed by periods ofstudy and problem-solving by the
ti
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students. In Summer Session courses the student clearly does not

have the time normally considered necessary to learn the material.

Similarly, irP literature courses, where, great deal of reading is

required, intensive programmes.may be lesS than satisfactory. Al-

though students may be required to complete Some of this reading

before the beginning of such courses, this is generally less

valuable than reading done' in cOnjunction with the course. The

Ptoblem igg.intensified when students attempt two thre-unit courses

during the Session. It is understood that students are' counselled

to take no more than 41/2 units of work during Summer Session but even'

. this may be too much. One solution may lie in the development, in

Some disciplines, of different formats for Summer.Session curses
N

41. IT IS RECOMMENDEDt,Iat Recommendatioks

7 and 8 applb. to Summer Session.

42- IT IS RECOMMENDED that courses offered

during the twrier Sessionbe reviewed to

`determine whore changes might be made which

would make them more suitable 'or aueh a

,short period of intensive study.

Visiting FactIty

An important additional benefit from the Summer Session lies

with the visiting faculty. Normally about forty per cent of the

Summer Session staff consists of visiting instruct,-)rs:' It appears

that full advantage dAnot always taken of -Ehe expertise of these

visitors. The speciak qualifications of visiting factil* should

be well publicized to.the University community,.

89
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Participation in the Summer Session programme has been

viewed as being beyond the normal teaching responsibility to the

'extent that Summer Session faculty receive special honoraria.

There would, howevet, appear to be other possibilities. For example,

full-time faculty might be interested in teaching a summer school

course as part of their normal duties so as to provide. more time

for research during theWinter Session. Visiting faculty, often

of much more value to a department during the Winter Session, could

then be retained during that period to provide the balance in teaching

requirements(see Tecommendations so and 59).

3. A Summer Festival of the Arts
0,

A major function of Summer Session is to co-ordinate and

administer special programmes in, the form of sym?osia, seminars,

short courses, Workshops, and Conferences, which do not

-academic credit towards a degree butmay be recognized by certificate,

diploma, or letter. Such programmes are offered in co-operation with
O

the Departmentsithe Division of Continuing EdUCation, and other

agencies. The Summer Session office also helps to develop programmes

. ,

of cultural activities for the benefit'of students, faculty and the

community. This function of the Summer Session might well be eh-

.coukaged to grow, particula' n conjUnction with the Faculty of

Fine Arts. If the University remains committed to a programme i

the fine arts, the facilities required for its deVelopmentwould

make the campus an ideal centre for a summer festival of the arts;

90
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Such a programme might be carried out Co=operatively with other
,

community agencies such as the Art Gallery, the,Symphony'Sodiety,

and theatre groups, and should strive to avoid direct ebmpetitio.

with th

43. IT IS RECMENDED that the Sumner

Sessi.onin conjunction with the Faculty

of Fine Arto, be encouraged toexpand its

offerings with a view to the formation

Of an on- campus' Festival of the Arts.

programme.:..
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XI. ACADEMIC SERVICES

A number of services. provided'by the University such as the

Yp

g

Library, the Computer Centre,, and Audid=Visual Aids have a direct

effect on academic programmes, and were therefore considered by

the Commission.

. 1. The McPherson Library

Of the many sections of the University pointed out to the

Commission as being of spedial excellence, none, received so many

accolades as the.Library. There was praise not Only for the out-

standing collections which have been built up in several areas but .

.also for the service provided by the Library staff. It should.be

noted that much of,this praise was offered .by visiting faculty members

relation to their experience with other university libraries.:

The University of Victoria can be proud of the fact that at'the

present time the holdings of the McPherson Library, on the baSis

of number of books per student, are among the highest j.n Canada,

and consist of over 532,000 volumes.

44, IT IS RECOMMENDED thdt the University

continue to support. the Library with that

proporion of the total budget-which-will

maintain it as an area of excenehce.

2. Bibliographical Training

In consultation with the Library staff, it was suggested

that the Library could provide, an even better service if the

b 2
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faculty members and students were More aware of-the facilities-and

services offered. The potential of the library's resources has

not been fully exploited. It was, therefore, fuggested that the
.

Library sponsor seminar series for botbstudents and faculty in

circler tovovercome this deficiency. The Commission would encourage

thelibrary to proceed with the organization of such seminars to

Which departMents might urge, if not require, their students to
.

attend. Bibliographical training shouldbe vfewed.as an essential

part of both undergraduate and graduate education, particularly in

light of the Recommendations made in Section IV of this Report.

The Commission is not convinced that students at the esent time

receive adequate training in this area.

,o

provide seminar series for students and

"faculty to guide aZZ members of

Unieersi* commur7ity -El making the most

efficient use of library facilities.

3. Liaisbn with Departments

A major problem encountered by libraries is the long delay

between the plaCing of an order for materials and the time when such

.V
material is available for use. One of the few wayi in which thiS.

service...can be improved is to give the Library maximum lead tiMelin

stating departmental requirements. It is suggested that this could

best be done if a member!of the Library staff were appointed in 1-iaiseri

9 3,,
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wih'each department. This is Already being done in some cases. It

is suggested that the liaison lib arian participate in dei)artMental

and, in particular, curriculum committee meetings. As an additional _

benefit, members of each department Would come to know th ifr library
/

representative and could solicit advice on all' problems cO cerning

the use of the Library. Library uSerS'oftenexperience difficulty
.

in knowing whom to approach when they have.library'resource problems.
I

46. IT IS'WOMNENDED that the Library

appoint a liaison librarian for'each depart-:

ment who shall participate in the, deliberations

of the department, particularly those concerned

with curriculum developMent, in order td make

the collection, o resource material More

efficient, and 'to assist members of the

department in the USe--67ribrary.faciiities.

4. Academic Resource ,Collections
I

Traditionally librariethave been responsible for colle'ctiAg,

.

i
/

collating, catalogpin4, and administerilig-acaAemic resources in thp'.,
7

.' /, ,. . - .J
.

form.ofprinted.material. Tdday much of this material.isfon micro- / '.

.

film or other condensed f?rms. For example, the,1 Library at present

holds. over5,009 microcL.dsr, 152 microfiche( 18,500 microfilms,et4
.

. '4., .. -'.

567,000 microprints,- 53,000 maps, and over 46,000 aerial photographs.

This trend to other media for concentration. and storage is likely to
4

increase-rapidly in-the future,
,

vs
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Academic resource material also takes,other forms'such as

56

ilms,*recOrdings, sound tapes, video.tapeS, computer storage tapes

and audio-Visual aid materials. It would. ppear appropriate fcir the
!

Library.to be responsible for 'collecting, cbllating, cataloguing and

distributing all such academid resource mateial, although there eis

no reason why this materil should not be sto
\Sed

in locations other

than the McPherson Library, in the same way as\selected materials\

are how stored in departmental' reading rooms. he Univeksity's film

,

collecti/bn is an illustration of the need for this service. While

the Faculty of Education and most departments, a well as Audio-7

Visual Services, have extensive film collectiOns,\at the preSent

tie vt re is no single comprehensive .record o ese holdings.
-fr!

There )is, therefore, a oonsideraM:a risk of duplication as well as
0!

an ob ious restrict; on on the use of films that, as available on

campul. --\

for c

need-

--;:, find

form.

to th

recor

of th

-

The ComMisiOn's suggestion that the. leibiary be,responsible
!

taloguing all such resource,material is pAmisedon tie user's

when he sea)ches a paFtioulatOpic in the catalogue he will
- .

/

isted all the available Univers-j.ty!material i-cp matter what its

For example, the reference Harra&t might. refer

play in printed form but also to other

IrI

ing Or 'videotapetape, film or-, and Perh lips even tothe,text.

pLy Abred oncomouter tape.
if

If the Library were -to assume the PUrShasing and ken

a user not only.

available /on
1

material

9 5
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function for.all,such materials, the collection and acquisition

could be rationalized and co-ordinated.

could lie provided with a budget for the

ciplinary and general subject material,

In addition, the Library

acquisition of interdis-

much of which is now

independently acquired-by various departments.

such material.presently held by departments
1

the Library for cataloguing, nd\for

the department.

The Library now provides

awing

As a start, all

should be delivered to

storage if so'requested by

some equipment for the

- )

of reCorded and filmed material but

!

j
transcription

hag no slide or film

pro ektors. The requirement for such equipment is likely to increase

In tEe tuture, particularlyl OT-the,abag-r:e-commemdations.:-

Most of the University's audio-visual equipmen is now eld, maintained

and istributedby Audio-Visua Services. The Commiss on, however,

received several comments questioning the ef4ciency f the service

presently offered, and the point was argued that-access to audio-

_viSual facilities must be improved.

47. I IT RECOMMENDED that all academie

/
reso2;tree material such as fiZms, records,

Iaudior,visuaZ aid materials, sound and video

tape, and special computer tapes bb catalogued

Tthe rd-brary, .6-nett space be provided in

strategioeations for the storage of such
) 4

material, and that Audio-Yisual Services

become a resPonsibility of the University

90
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5. Archives

The Library has the responsibility of providing Archival

services for the University. This appears most appropriate in the

light of the' Commission's recommendation that the University acknow-

ledge Britisl COlumbia History. as an area of specialization. Hopefully,

in .order to avoid duplicAation', the University archives can be organized

in close co-operation with the British Columbia Provincial Archives.

The close relationship of tife British Columbia Provincial Archivist

with tN University should greatly assist the attainment Of this goal.

In addition, there appears to be a desperate need for an archive

of Oni'versity material. This became most apparent to the Commission

in its search for thf background material explaining the tationle

for existing University policy. For, example, there appears to be

no section of the University responsible for maintaining records on

external awards won by our students:at either the Bachelor or-Graduate

level. ThiS'information could be gleaned only by contacting several

sources and there was then no guarantee that such data were complete.

.

No attempt has been made to maintain a record of the career progress

ofour graduates which,would be most useful information for academic

.4. - .
-

0 .

planning. The Commission was generally unable to obtain material'

used to formulate faculty. and Senate decisions other than by per-
O

sonally'contacting individuals who had served on related committees..

It would-seem most appropriate for this archival material to .

be collected by a-section of the Librafy, and it should include all

97
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official University-records, including those of Faculty, Senate and
.0

special PreSidential committees, It should be a regulation Of the

University that each section of the University assume specific res-
,

ponsibility for depositing records with the McPherson Library for

the University Archives. Some 'hindsight' studies of the factors

leading to present University policy would be most useful to aid

planning assignments such as the one now being undertaken by this

Commission, but such studies must rely'on properly maintained records.

A useful document for the'Commission was the President's

; Rejdort of 1965-66. This included information about each section of

the University, the major achievements and changes, faculty appoint-

ments, faculty publications,-awardk and honours, student enrolment

and distribution, and capital and operating expenditures. The

4
Reports Tor 1967-68 and*1968-69 were not so complete, and there have

been no such Reports since that.time. The Commission considers that

a University Annual Report, containing at least as much information

as the President's Report for'1965-66, wpuld be very useful.

No up-to-date record is maintained of the current interests

.
and expertise of the University faculty and staff, both permanent

and visiting. As a result of this deficiency the University is not

making full use of the expertise available. Since requests for such

information normally come to the Library, it would appropriate

for such a record to.be maintained by the University ArChives Section

of the Library which would be responsible for publicizing changes to

the.record at frequent intervals.
el>
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48. IT Lhcz th' L:L!,arg estairlish'

an ZrCi'ZLI,J0 "jf Uniroltg materials, -:n which all

documents, Lnciiiding those of -

IT IS :ECaWDED that the Univcrsity.'.

isue University of Victoria .-1nnuai Report

containing at least as much information as

the President's Retort for ld65-66. c

.

50. IT IS .-?ECOI-,WENDED that the Li:brale establish

and maintain a record of theintorests, and exper-

tise of all permanent,- and temporary faculty members'

and staff, and that changes to this record be

published at frequent intervals. The contents

of the record would be voluntarily submitted.

.6. CoMputing Fadilities

74.1kii4 ,
.,

In a very re ll sense, the quality of a university's computing
. .

facility, like the qualiigy of its library, acts as an index of the

academic vitality of the university. The rapidly expanding scientific

and industrial technology has a great and increasing dependency on

computer applications. In addition, computer based instructional

techniques can be expected to playa growing role-at all levels of

education, but particularly in the university.

As a consequence, the Uzliversity must ensure that the finest

possible computing facilities be maintained for instructional and

research purposes. Failure to doso will result in serious deficiency es

9a
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in the competenOies of our graduating students. and will inhibit the

research enterprises of the University. All decisions relating to
cv:

the improvement of computing facilities must place the highest p iority.,

on.academic considerations. It must be recognized and accepted that

the primary justification for the, substantial costs involved in

providing computing services 'is the extent:to which they support

and enhance the academic programme of the University.

51.
-

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

maintain the finest possible computing

facilities, and that the ppimary object of

these facilitied' be the support and enhance-

ment of the ccademic p.mgramme of the

University. To acnieve this objective,

executive responsibility for aZZ computing

skOuld reside with a senior

academic officer. 3 2

7. Employment Advisory Services

eve'ral submissions to;the Commission suggested that the

Univerbityiin conjunction with Canada Manpower, should provide a

more comprehensive emplOyment'and career planning service. While

it is considered that the University is; not responsible for finding

aaiploymentfor its graduates, it sholild'attempt to provide the best

gossible facilicies to assist students in planning their careers and

in.their search for rewArding professional employment.

100
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52. 471 IS l'ZCO,WEdLED tnat thz University,

_in ccnjun2tiJn witn Canada Manpcwer, establish

a compret.:,;na. ve career planning anl cmploynent.

servige for Its students.

8. Financial Assistance to Students

1.

6

The Commission Wasable to conduct only a preliminary study
-.

of the problems associated with the financial support of undergraduate.

students. While a large number of scholarships and bursaries are

available to updergraduate students, the majority of these, although

welcome and useful, provide such limiterlfunds,-liat thej'almost

certainly have little effect on the career decisions of students.

.f,

One of the most successful methods of providing financial

assistance to students has been the Canada Studeft Loan Plan in its

original form, prior to the rPcent imposition of restricting regu-

lations. The University has, in addition, maintained a small loan

fund to provide students with limited financial support in emergency

situations.

In light of this, the Commission considers that the University

.should take steps toexpand-its own student loan fund from which loans

could be provided with a minimum of administrative requirements. as
41

with the original Canadian plan. GThe University might well iltvest

part of its own bursary'funds in such a loan programme. It is con-
.

ceivable, too, that many donors would willingly support such a

perpetual loan fund.

101:
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53.

t.P

. .

IT IS RECOMMENDED chat the University

expand its present student "ioanifund to proVide

improved financial Support,to students.

9. Counselling and Academic Advising Centres

There were indications that the role and functioning of the

,Counselling and Academic Advising Centres were not sufficiently under7_

stood. The Commission considers that the effectiveness of the Centres

would be enhanced by.a clearer definition of their place in the Univer-1

OK
sity as a whole.

N

0

54. .4% IT I5 RECOMMENDED teat the oWctives,

and functions Of.the Counselling and Academic

Advising Centres be fully defined and made

known to the'University at large.

tt.
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XII. RE-ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

The Commission is acutely aware that the majority of its

recommendations 'regu addiLonqA. budgetary allocations and yet

the totalTniversity budget. may not increase significantly for the

next few years. Therefore, in order tb achieire the proposed goals,

'some re-allocation of resources may be.required. In recommending

Certain areas of the University or.specialization there is an impli5it
_ .

assumption that other areas will not grow significantly and may even

expect to decrease in size. ,Nevertheless, we believe that it is a

prime responSibility of those parts 'of the University selected for

growth to make every effoq to streamline their existing programmes

so as to requfre the minimum of additional support. When seeking

extra resources they must be constantly aware that they-are restricting

the growth of other academic areas whose standards may be as high or

higher but, due to lack of student deMand or.community need, cannot

justify expansion. The Commission wishes to point out some areas

where thew could be re-allocation of resources.

1. The College System.
0

. J

Accordihg to the Report of the. P'resident's 'cask Force on the

College System, dated 10 May 1972, the goals originally set Out for

0

the role of the Colleges have not been-met. In view of, the major

recommendation .of the Task Force.'s Report, "that Craiqdarroch and

Lansdowne. . become residehtial colleges "; :Lt. would 'seem reasonable

to suggest that some of the resources presently directed to the

103
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Colleges be re-allocated to support the developiltent of the tutorial

system that is recommended in Section IV of the present Report.

95

V

4
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w
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2. Modern Language Departments

In reviewing the University's undergraduate Programmes, and

comparing them with those of other Canadian universities, the

Commission's attention4was drawn to the unusually large number of

modern language departments at this University. The separation of

these departments at the University ot Victoria took place in 19.08

and it would now appear appropriate that a thbrough review of these----

discipli,nes be carried out to determine whether the academic needs

of the University would be better served by re- combining these

departments.

54. 2T IS RECOMMENDED that the University

give immediate consideration ,to re-combining

the presentmodern language departments into .

a single department of modern Zanguages.

C

3: Number of Course Offerings

A major source of excessive cost appears to be the large

number of third- and fourth-year courses offered in come departments.

For.example, the following upper level, 3-unit equivalent courses

are offered": Anthropology .& Sociology -_31; qiology -.35; English -

41; Geography 31; History - 34; and Political Science Many,

.
of these courses appear to have been introduced, not because of

academic neqd, but because of-faculty desike.to teach courses in their

104
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own speciality. The Commission holds that demonstrable academic

-

requirements. const4ute ttie jUstification for the eStablishthent'end

continuation of any course;.student demand and faculty interests do

ncit.providc a sufficient rationale. A student takes from 10 to 12 .

.courses in his third arid fotrth years of study,i'and since it would

appear desirable for several bf these tio be selected from outSide

the discipline of the major subject, it seems difficult to justify

offering more than '15 to 20 coules within a discipline for se lection

in these years. Agi'eater subdiyisionathan this My:indicate an

o

undesirable degree of specialization at the undergraduate level.
N

IT IS liECOENDED that the University

immeaiatoly6cqnduct a detailed review of its

course gffcrinja with a vie!) to minimzzirig

the proliferation of upper level underjradd'ate

courses.'

4. Periodic Academic -Review

Ifs view of the above discussions and of recommendations in

other parts' of-this Report,

57. c 11T,C=EdDED that it be the respon,

sibi/itj of the)Vicresident for_Academic

Affairs to c.noUry that all academic progr4nrws

.of the i3n;veniitj arc suWe cted to detailed

and crit,7,cal review at in,teroals of about floc

jears. :he.rovloingb4 4hould inJlude

fao.14-1* Teir,i-rafr onJ)uto-lle tne

questin and lt,73 report should be

10



to the appropriate:Dean and to. qenate. The

review would iuclude an assessment of costs
. ,

,aid academic qualities:

5- Graduate Studies.

It 4s 'bxpected that the Recommendations oSectiori V will

lead to re-allocation of resourced'in the graduate prOgiamme so that

V*
the Univer4ityrs efforts can-be channelled mo

,t
re effectively. illthough_

'
.... aw

. N ,

graduate studies are iMpertant to the University, it does not follow'

e4that eery department should offer graduate 'programmes,
...
nor shoula

1

i.

every fa'culty detber:Supervise or teach graduate, students. There

.

is no doubt that the University shou14,Seek.ways of providing more

funds to support graduate students; but these fdnds sMuld be con-'

centrated in such manner as to assure the hig

prog.ramme.

6., Inter-University and Collegiate Co-operation

quality graduate..

4
Throughout this Report the' Commission has stressed the need to

amoid; wherever posSible; duplication of efforty universities and

colleges 'in British Columbia? There would appear to. be no justifica-

-

tion for several institutions in British Columbia.Offering similar

programmes in highly specialized areas unless thjs is done consciously

to avoid an academically undesirable concentration of students..

Close co-operatiOn alreaAr exits as, for example,-in the

nuclear phvsics programmes of the three major British Columbia uni-
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versities - the Tri-Uniiiersity Meson Facility (TRIUM5). During the

past two years a,closer co-operation between university libraries has

V 4 .

proved to be of great value. Nevertheless, much greater collaboration

.

is aesirabld, involOing ajd. .diseilihes' offering speciplized.programmeS,
.

particularly at the graduate level. The ,University must jealously

- .

gUard its academic freedoth select its own programmes but this

selection should be'done,in fuld. .knowledge of the present and pros-
.

pect:tve programmQs.offered'by other universities and colleges.

58. IT IS RECO.MENDED that the University

move to. establish. a mechaniin for formal

academic co-operation between all the univergY

sitiRs and eolleged of British Columbia to
. "t "

iavoid unnecessary duplication.of efprt.

V.

.. . . . . .

7. Special Faculty6pointMents
- .

aMolt lAculty members teaching courses either in thecevening
..

, .
.

. Y. . . ,

(whenosponsoredipy the Division oi.COnti.nuing Educafion), or during
7

. . /
. 4.

the Summer Session, have received a special. appointment, accompanied

by additional remuneration, 40. remuneration is,' of course, appro-

.

1-

priate if the faculty member is teaching a
r
Course additional to hiss

normal teaching, research, committee, and adminiStratiye duties.

t-

Howeveri.this extra loadmight be expected to affect the quality of
N

1

his performance and, from an academic point of view appears.undesir-
4

Arc

'Able, except "in prItsua::circumstances. In. the' light of the Commission's

recommendations.on/Continuing Education, it is suggested that, where
4111

1 0

C.

r.
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potsible-evening and sumnier courses be assigned as part of a fapulty

0

all

99

member'd, normal teaching duties. /This is not to say th4 there

o" should be any increase in such duties, in fact,,in many cases .

0

contrary wouldappear to be desirable, but rather that a faculty,

member may)pe expctbd from time to time to carry out part of his

duties in the evening or during the Summer Session.

--5V. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

review its policy of special appointments

for evening and Summer Session courses, and

that generally these courses be considered,1.

with Winter Sessi n courses, in

determining ca normal teachi load.

sti

ti
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The academic goals for the University-of Victoria tecommen-

ded by the Commission (A.L.Academic Development 4oile summarized in

two pain concepts:

1. The University of Victoria. should be,a

relati411 small institution pursuing the

highest' standards and specializing in those

fields in which it has parti.cu/ar ad tages;

2. The academic offerings of the 11111 ersity

of Victoria should be available for and b of

service to the broadest possible spectrum of

the whole community of which. tha'qniverqty

is a part. 4"

With respect to the concept ,Jt" highest standards and speciali7

zation the Commission makes the following specific recommendationS:.

(g. 11)

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the programme, for

any Bachelors degree granted'by.the Universly.

whether in the humanities, sciences, or social

scLences include courses in each of the two

cthcr areas from a selection named by the

University.

2. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

13) .encourage the introduction on an expermental

basis'ota feW problem.-oriented inter

disciplinary courses:. Such courses should be

introduced under the existing administrative,

structure..
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(p. 16)

101..

IT IS- RECOMMENDED that the University,

proceed immediatdly, to institute entrance and

advanced placement examinations. Asa first,

step in this programme, examinations should be

available in 1973 for those rudents whose high

school graduating averages are C4 or below, and

for those students who seek, advanced placement.

As a second step, the examination. , of aZZ entering

students should be implemented in 1974.

4. IT IS RECOMMENDED that a senior academic

(p. 18) officer of the University be responsible for main-

taining a continuing record of course grades, the

methods of evaluation used, and graduating standards

in aZZ disciplines, and include comparisons made

both internally and with other universities across

Canada. This information to be available.to aZZ

departments and to appropriate University coMmittees.

5. IT IS RECOMMENDED that there be a re-

20) assessment of the goals of the University no

later than the summer of 1978 to determine

'whether the goals suggested here are sti1,1

appropriate. In the event, however; that .

undergraduate enrolment' qpproaehes 6,000

students prior to that date, an immediate

rez.assessMent ezould take plaee.
o . '

6. IT IS RECOMMENDED that no section of the

p. 20) University be granted additional faculty, facili-

ties, or funds without clear demonstrationthat

the highest standards and quality" of education are

being maintained. Thus each section of the-Uni-

versity, with its existing' faculty and facilities,

1.10.
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must Z'mit the number of studentir... in a pro-

gramme when additional enrolment would ad- ,

verseZy affect the quality of education

provided)\

7. IT IS RECOIVENDED that the University
(p. 22)

establish a programme which will encourage a

student-tutor relationship in which every

undergraduate student would have a designated

academic tutor, and in which bofh the tutor

and the student would be required to meet at

least once per month during the academic terms.
, , ,

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

accept the responsibility of ensuring that the.

objectives of each' Course are defined; that

, adequate resource materials are provided so

that the students may achieve those course

objectives; and that students are evaluated
,

on: the basis of their achievement of course

objectives.

8.

(p. 27)

9.

(p. 29)
IT IS RECOMMENDED that the chairman or

head of each departmentment be required to make

a formal annual review_ of the teaching

effec"tiveness of each instructor in his

department; and that the procedures for

such be established by the University.

JO. IT IS RECOMMENDED that in order to
(p. 29)

inform a faculty member as to the extent to

wh 'fch he has met the criteria of teaching

effectiveness, standard procedures be

-developed to provide him with such evidence.



S Q

11. IT
,

IS RECOMMENDED that a Centrefor
(ID: 30)

Instructional Technology be established to

provide a facility for the exchange of ideas

on all aspects of teaching, learnirg, and

evaZuation methods.

12. IT IS RECOMMENDED that Graduate Studies

(P. 32) continue to be recognized as an integral part

of the academic programme of the University of

Victoria with appropriate allocations of funds

and assignments of faculty time.

13.

(p. 34)

14.

(p. 35)

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the offering of a

graduate studies programme by any department of.

the University be dependbnt upon -its meeting the

fallowing criteria: .(a).that there is a sufficient

number of qualified faculty who are committed to

graduate studies, and who are themselves actively

engaged in-research in areas relating to such

studies in the department; (b) that the programe

is especially appropriate for the'Vniversity of

Victoria; and (c) that the graduates from the

programme will be.of such quality that they can

expect to be accorded preference in the pursuit

of their continuing careers.

IT. IS RECOMMENDED that a review of, the

extent to which existing graduate programmes

meet these criteria be completed by June 1973,

and that prograMmes that do not meet the

criteria be phased out.
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15.

(p. 37)

16.

(p. 37)

17.

(p. 38)

18.

(p. 39)

19.

(p. 42)

IT .1S 21ZCO=NDEDtizal,- graduate research

be supervised only by the faculty members

who are themselves active researchers.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that external members of

Supervisor] Committees play a responsible role

in.drwing up-Frogrammes of study, monitoring

progress, and in reviewing,theses.

- IT IS ,RECOMMENDED :hat the Faculty of

Graduate Studies give serious consideration

to.the replacement of the 'present course unit

system with a system which sets out minimum

requirements of skill, understanding, and

research contribution for the award of

graduate degrees..

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the Faculty. of

Graduate Studies (and other Faculties as.well)

revise present policies relating to directedt

reading courses to ensure that student perfor-

mance_ is adequately assessed, and that the

fullest possible advantage is taken of formal

courses offered on the campus.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

revise its present policies- with respect to the

provision of financial aid for graduate studies,

incUlding the .offering ofmore valuable pllow-

snips, the acceleration of procedures of reviewing

applications for aid, and the development of

criteria which Wuld ensure greater equity in the

allocationof such aid amongst students from

various departments.
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20.

(p. 43)

21.

(p. 44)

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

normally limit financial aid to two years for

a master's programme and an additional three

years for a doctoral programme.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that responsibilities

ielating to Graduate Studies be accorded

specific recognition in the determination of

faculty work loads..

26. IT IS-RECOMMENDED that the University

(P. 53) establish the following as criteria for areas

of specialization: (1) the presence of

special facilities arising from our location

or historical development; (2) the.presence

of a.nucleus of suitably qualified and enthus-

iastic faculty members actively engaged in

appropriate scholarly programmes; (3) the need

for such specialization as evidenced by demand;

and (4) the absence of duplication of such

.specialization in othar universities of British

Columbia and western, Canada. Of these criteria

(1) and (2) are essential, while (3) and (4)

may be donsiderad important; but not determining.

27. IT ZS RECOMMENDED that on the .basia of the

(P. 55) "' criteria (as in Recommendation 26), the

University acknowledgecertain areas of Special-

ization within individual departments. Such

areas should receive special consideration in

the allocation of the University's resources.,

I. 4 7
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28. IT IS RECOMkENDED that the .University

p. 58) establish a number of interdiscipZinare

-Institutes, which would be based on high

quality, goal-oriented.tean resear, and

which would be responsible for organizing, in

ao-operation with the appropriate departments,

study-programmes at the undergraduate and

graduate levels. Establishment would include

the appointment-of-a director, who would be

29.

(p. 61)

57.

(p. 96)

expected to continue some part of his teaching

duties, and the provision of secretarial assis-
.

tance and appropriate office space. The pro- .

' grammes 'of such Institutes should be subjected

to intensive review after five years of operation.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

establish a number of professional schooZs

selected on the basis of community need,

academic suitability, and the availability

of appropriate funding. A Schoolh of Admini-
,

strative Studies, initially specializing in,'

public administration,,appears to meet these

requirements. Schools of Law, Nursing, Optometry

and SociaZ Work are other strong candidates and

the possibility of'estabtisking them should be

actively explored by the University;and

decision made in each case by June 1974.

.
IT IS RECOMMENDED that it be the responsi-

bility of the vice President for Academic Affairs

to ensure that aZZ academic programmes of the

University are subjected to detailed and critical

review at intervals of about five years. The re-

viewing body should include faculty members from

1 La "y1



outside the discipline in question and its

report should be available.to the appropriate

Dean and to Senate. Tha review wouldinclude

an assessment of costs and academic qualities.

With respect to the availability of the academid offerings

Of the University. the Commission makes the following specific

recommendations:

22.

(p. 48)0-

23.

24.

(p. 49).,

25.

(p 49)

ITIS RECOMMENDED that whenever. possible

the University regulations not distinguish_
4

between fitl/ and part-time students.

'IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

review its timetable with a view to offering

more courses at times suitable for off-campus

students, and that these be scheduled to

provide planned continuity ..for complete ,

programmes.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University
f

in co- operation with appropriate professional

bodies, investigate additional ways in which

it can offer, educational services for prb-

fessionals wishing to update their quail-P.m-
.

tions. Such services could be offered both

On and off the University campus.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

initiate discussion with the other British

Columbia universities; the government of

British Columbia, and various agencies in

the province, with a view to providing .
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,universit;i level educational services for

those persons unable to make use of con-

ventional educational facilities,

Ae,commission considered other matters relating to the

academic goals of thp. University ana makes the following recoMmen-
q

dations in specific areas:

RESEARCH

30.. IT IS TTECOMVENDEDthat the University

(p. 67) continue its policy of providing money to

initiate research projects, and to help fill

the deficienciescreated by the lack of ex-

ternal funds, most notably in the Social

Sciences and Humanities.

31.

(p. 67)

32.

(p. 68)

IT IS RECOMENDED that the University

revise its present policies.relating to re-

search funding so as to recognize more

specifically the needs of various disciplines.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

establish the posipion of research officer,

within the office of the Vice-President (Academic),

The duties of this office to include: the

development of research policy, the co-ordination'

.
and implementation of approved policy, and the

provision of information on all aspects of

research funding anti. policy.

33. IT IS-RECOMMENDED that the University

(p. 69)
c tinue to support the travel of faculty

membe to meetings of learned societies;
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7 and that it revise i-tc- pOlicies to permit

invited contributors to attend more than

one meeting per year. .

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS

34. IT IS RECOMMENDED that the role and

(p.
72) purpose of the Physical Education Section

of the Faculty of Education and the overall

University policy on, athletics be de-Tined

by June 1973.

35. ISc RECOMMENDED that the Alma Mater

(p. 75) Society be encouraged to increase the amount

of its contribution towards thee suppose of

athletic and recreational programmes and

that the University continue to-match the

Alma Mater Society contribution. '

36.

(p. 75)

37.

(p. 76)

38.

(p. 76)

39.0'

76)

IT IS RECOMMENDED that th6 University

adopt policies with respect to the management

of the proposed Physical Education Complex

which will assign first priority to academic

needs.

IT. IS RECOMMENDED that the University

continue its policy of seeking high calibre,

coaching staff.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

define the role of faculty members in .the

coaching- of athletics.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that students be

appointedas assistants to University coaches.
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.40.

(p. 78)

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

review immediately its involvement in the

management and geration of the Centennial

Stadium, with a.view to increasing its use-

fulness to the University, and making it a

year-round ..facility.

SummERi5EssIoN

41.

(p. 80)

IT IS RECOMMENDED thatRecommendations

7 and 8; apply to Summer Session.

42. IT IS PECOMAIENDPDthat coursesoffered

-(p. 80): during the SummerlSessione reviewed' to

43.

(p.,82)

determine where changes. kght madL'which

would make them more suitable for such a-

short period orintensive-study.

IT IS RECOMVENDED that the Summer

Sedsion, in conjunction with the Faculty

orFine ArtS, be encouraged to expand its

offerings with a view to the formation of

an on -camgus 'FeStival.Of the Arta programme.
0

ACADEMIC SERVICES

.44. .
IT IS RECOMMENDED_that the University

(p..83) continue to support the Library with that

proportion Orthe total ludget which will

maintain it as an area of excellence.

45.

(p. 84)

IT. IS RECOMMENDED that the';'Library

provide seminar seri'es for students and

faoulty to guide.all members of the

University community in making the most

efficient use of library facilities.
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46.
(9. 85)

(p, 87)

48.

(p..- 90)

49.
(p. 90)

.50.

(p. 90)

111

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the Library

appoint a Ziaison librgrian for each depart-

ment who shall participate in the'delibrations-
-

of the department, particularly those concerned ---

with curriculum development, in order to make

the collection of-resource material' more

efficient, and to assist members of_the depart-

ment in the use of ..library, facilities.

IT IS.. RECOMMENDED that, aZZ academic

resource material such as films, records,

audio-visual aid materials,_ sound and video

tape, and special computer tapes be catalogued

by theLibrary, that space be provided 'in

strategic locations for the storage of such

material, and that Audio - Visual Services

become a responsibility of the Vniversitm
7

Librarian.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that-the Library establish

an archives of University materials, in which aZZ

official University documents; including those of

Faculty, Senate and Presidential Committees be -

deposited.
k

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

issue a University of Victoria Annual Report

containing at least as much information as

the President's Report for 1965-66.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the Library establish

and maintain a record of tize interests, and exper-

tise of aZZ permanent and temporary faculty members'

and ataff;.and that dianges to this recoPd be.pub-

Zished at frequent intervals. The contents of the

record would be' vo4untarily submitted. ,.
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51.

(p., 91)

52.
(p.. 92)

-453.

(p. 93)

(p. 93)

f

IT' IS RgCOMMENDED-that the University

maintain tho.fin.est possible computing

facilities, and that the primary object of

these facilities be the support and enhance-

ment of the acaeemic.programme of the

Universiki. To achieve thiii objective,

executive responsibility for an computing:

facilities should reside with ce.senior

acadeMic officer.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University,
,

in conjunction with Canada Manpower, establish

a comprehensive, career planning and employment

service for its-students.

IT IS RECOMMENDED what the University

expand its present student loan fund to provide

improved financial support to itudents:

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the objectives.and

functions of the. Counselling and Academic Advising

Centres be fully defined and made known to the

University aelarge.

RE-ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

. 55. IT IS RECOMMENDEDflthat the University.

(p. 95)
give immediate consideration to re-combining

5G.

(p. 96)

the present modern language departments into

a single department of modern languages.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University

immediately conduct a detail.ed review of its

course offer.ngo uilth a view to minimizing

the proliferation of upper level undergraduate

coUrses.
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58.

(V.; 98)

J

59
(p. 99)

r

444.

v 1 1.

0' %

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the University.
4

movv to establish a medhanism.for formal_ -,

academic co-operation betwaen-all the univer- .

'Sities and colleges of British Columbia to

avoid unnecessary duplication of effort.

-IT IS RECOMMENDED that the Vniversity-2-1'

reviep its policy of Special dppointments, e
.

%For evening and Summer Session courses, and

tipgenerally these courses be. considered;

together with Winter Session courses, is_

detemining a.normal teaching Zoad.

"

*7.

* * *
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